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Dedication
This year's Town Report is dedicated to
ELIZABETH (BECKY) ROONEY
Elizabeth (Becky) Rooney retired as Library Director in April 1998. She began her work at the
library in 1977. Coming to a small, non-catalogued library was quite a challenge, but she
persevered with her usual smile and grace to bring the library to its current facility.
Through all the years her main goal was to improve library services to the citizens of Hampstead.
Whether it was the children's story hour, preschool visits to the library, adult book discussion
groups, computerized card catalog, moving to the new building, or providing for Internet access,
Becky loved what she was doing. One of her greatest joys was watching the children of
Hampstead become adults. She was very pleased to see the library become an integral part of
the community.
Becky was a member of the Hampstead Congregational Church holding the position of Chaiman
of the Christian Education Committee for 7 years, Executive Board Member and Nominating
Committee Member. She was a school volunteer for many years and the founder of the School
Library Volunteer Program. She was also a past-president and secretary of the Hampstead
Mother's Club, a charter member, fomner president and member of many committees at the
Merri-Hill-Rock Library Co-op. She is a member of the New Hampshire Library Association, the
American Library Association and an active member of the Friends of the Library.
Becky and Ralph have now retired to spend part of the year in sunny Florida and the other part





Joseph A Guthrie 1998
Neil Reardon 1998
ELECTED FOR ONE YEAR
Chief of Police
William J. Letoile, Jr. 1999
Highway Agent
Proctor Wentworth 1999
ELECTED FOR TWO YEARS
Moderator
Michael James Gorham 2000
ELECTED FOR THREE YEARS
ELECTED FOR SIX YEARS














Nancy H. Watson 1999
Assessor
Nyeberg & Pun/is, Inc.
Treasurer
Harold 1. Williams 1999
Selectmen
Howard A. Davine, Chrm. 1999
Joseph A. Guthne 2000
Alfred J. Maley 2001
Library Trustees
Pamela Hartung, Chrm. 2000
Jay P Burns 2001
Margot Clemente 1999
Trustees of the Trust Funds
Julia Forbes 2001
Constance Jezierski 1999
Ed M. Putnam, II 2000
Trustees of the Cemeteries






David B. Crawford 2000































































Walter Hastings, Fire Chief
William J. Letoile, Jr., Police Chief




2000 William J. Letoile, Jr.
2000 Dean C. Howard
1998 C. Earle Gordon
1998 J. Michael Sullivan
1999
1999 Historic Commission
1999 Maurice 1. Randall, Jr., Chrm 1999
2000 Muriel Gorton 1999
Priscilla R. Lindquist, Treas/Sec 2000
Elsie Taylor Carideo, deceased 2000
2000 Thomas Verrill 2001
2000 Carolyn Rockwell 2001
1999 Thomas Frank, Alternate 2000




2001 Howell D. Steadman, Chrm 2001
2000 Darrell M Grassbaugh
2000 Donald Shedd 2000
2000 Raymond Thibeault
1999 Richard Hartung 2000
2001
1998 Personnel Policy, Wage & Salary
2001 Dr. Lincoln Palmer, Chrm. 2000
1999 Howard Davine 1999





Walter Hastings, Chief 1999
James Gilmartin, Deputy Chief 1999
Kerry Clark, Captain 1999
Stephen Flynn, Captain 2000
William Warnock, Captain 2001
Friends of Ordway Park








Ed M. Putnam, II 2001
Dawn Shaw 2001
Planning Board
W. Randall Clark, Chrm.





Alfred J. Maley, Ex-Officio
Recreation Commission






































2000 Gilman Buckland, deceased 1999
2000 Pam DesMarais 1999
2001 Wendy Green 1999
Priscilla Lindquist 1999
Eleanor McLaughlin 1999
Maurice Randall, Jr., Chrm. 1999
2001 Neil Reardon 1999
1999 Clayton Shaw 1999
David Shields 1999
Mary White 1999







Left to Right: Alfred Maley - Howard Davine - Joseph Guthrie





MARCH 10, 1998 ' mwn Clerk
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
A. To vole, complete the arrow(s)I i* pointing to your choice(s). like this: ^
B Follow direclions as lo the number of candidates to be marked for each office
C. To vole lor a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write the candidate's
name on the line provided and complete the arrow
TOWN OFFICES
FOR MODERATOR
TWO YEARS Vole lo' ONE








THREE YEARS _ VolelorONE
MARKA CEGELIS (^/V
ALFRED JOHN MALEY ^^^
iy»nl«4n|
FOR POLICE CHIEF
JtJE 'EAR ,Tb lor one
WILLIAMJ. LETOILE. JR. /[Qj
FOR HIGHWAY AGENT




JAY R BURNS JjS^ ^
FOR TRUSTEE OF
TRUST FUNDS
THREE YEARS Vole lor ONE:
JULIA B. FORBES JUUl
FOR TRUSTEE OF
CEMETERIES
THREE YEARS Vole lor ONE:
PROCTOR WENTWORTH / /Q^
FOR BUDGET COMMITTEE





CINE YEAH Vole lor ONE
TOWN ARTICLES
Article *2 Are you in favor of
Amendment No 1 .is proposed
bv she Planning Board 'or ihe
Town Zoning Crainance as
follows; Amending Article 11-3,
Ihe Flood Plain Ordinance
renaming it Ihe "Flood Plain
Development Ordinance" and by
adding new definitions lo cover
Federal Emergency
Management Programs, fiistonc
s'r'jctuies therein, and providirn
'or variances. special
exceptions, and administrative
ippeais thereunder lo be neard
oy "1^ Town s Zoning 8oan ot
Adiusiment. with certain
'eguirements to be 'net 3nd
shown by any Applicant before
such relief may be granted.
YES
NO
Article »3 Are you in lavor of
Amendment No. 2 as proposed
by 'he Planning Board lor fhe
Town ;-nirig Ordinanro 55
'ollows' Amending Arncie i-4 by
adding cedain definitions 10 Ihe
overall Ordinance relating to
what constitutes "access" to a
lot. what constitutes an





Article #4 Are you in favor
Amendment No. 3 as proposed
bv the Planning Board for ihe
Town Zoning Ordinance as
follows: By amending the
Building Permit/Inspection Fee
Schedules m general lo provide
general increases in
noncommercial construction for
additional fees and inspections
for commercial, plumbing,
heating, health, and fire






Article *5 Are you in lavor ot
Amendment No. 4 as proposed
by Ihe Planning Board lor the
Town Zoning Ordinance as
lollows: By amending Article 1-2
!o redefine m whal way
pre-existing uses may be altered
or enlarged; and to amend the
reguirement for "special
exceptions" generally to reguire:
1. no diminution ;n surrounding
property values, and 2. to be in
accordance with the spirit and
Intent ot the C'dlnance. YES
NO
(o&l
Article #6 Are you in favor of
the adoption of Amendment No.
5 as proposed BY PETITION, as
follows; 1 , To include within the
Ivlobile Home District an
additional lot (Tax lulap 9, Parcel
24) located, and next to an
existing mobile home
development on Kent Farm
Road, next to Ihe now-closed
Town landfill site, and 2 To
include within the Residential
Zone A District Ihe parcef of
land on which Ihe now-closed
Town landfill is located.




Article #7 Shall the Town raise
and appropriate as an ooeraling
budget. not inciuomg
appropriations by special warrant
articles, the amounts set forth on
the budget posted with the
warrant Mr as amended by vote
ot the first session, lor the
purposes set forth therein,
totaling S2. 554. 984 50 Should
'his article be defeated, the
oppraiing budget shall be
S2. 473.657 00. which is the
same as last year
($2,424,577 00). with certain
ad|uslmeni5 required bv
previous action of 'he Town, or
bv law. or the governing body
may hold one special meeting,
in accordance with RSA 40; 13.
X and XVI. lo take up the issue
of a revised operating budget
only.
Recommended bv the Board of
Selectmen
Recommended by llie Budget
Committee (.Advisory onlv)
YES
Article #8 To hear reports of




Article #9 To see if Ihe Town
will authorize the Selectmen to
accept private donations ni land,
interest in land or money lor the
purposes of contributing 10 Ihe
local matching portion reguired
for acquiring conservation land
or interest in land and other
costs associated therewith for
permanent 'tonservation use
under Ihe NH Land
Conservation Program (LCIP)
RSA 221 ;A and authonze the
Selectmen lo apply for and
accent Ihe stale matching funds
under Ihe LCIP for the ourposes
:jt acquisition of the tee or lesser
inieresi 'n conservation land.
Said appropriated funds and
state matching funds may be
expended by = inaiomv vole 't
the Conservation Commission




Article #10 To see if the Town
will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen 10 accept gifts of
personal orooert;' which may be
offered 10 the Town tor any
public purpose, oursuant lo RSA
31 95-e. The Selectmen must
hold a public hearing before
accepting such gifts, and the
acceotancp shall not bind ihe
Town 10 nise Jopropriate, or
expend any public lunds for the
operation, maintenance, repair,






TURN BALLOT OVER AND
CONTINUE VOTING
TOWN ARTICLES
Article #11. To see iMhe town
will vole 10 authorize the Board
ol Selectmen to accept, on
behall ol the Town, gifts,
legacies, and devises made lo
the Town rn trust tor any public
purpose, as permitted by RSA
3119 YES
NO
Article #12. To see if the town
will vol'' !( adopt the provisions
ol RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing
the library trustees lo accept
gills ol personal properly, other
than money, which may be
ottered to the library lor any
public purpose. provided,
however, thai no acceptance ol
personal property by the library
trustees snail ne deemed tr^ '"nd
the town or the library Iruslee?
lo raise, appropnale or expend
any public tunds lor the
operation, maintenance repair or
replacemeni of such personal
properly ygs
NO
Article #13. Special Warrant
Article To see il the town will
vole to raise and appropriate the
sum ol Twenty Three Thousanti
Dollars ($23,000.00) lo add lo
Ihe Land Purchase Fund lor the
use ol the Conservation
Commission. This article shall
be non-lapsina until December
31,1999
Recommended by Ihe Board ol
Selectmen




Article #14 Special Warrant
Article Tc see il the town will
vole lo raise and appropriate the
sum ol Seven Thousand Three
Hundred and Filty Dollars
($7,350 00) lor a Waste Oil
Furnace lor Ihe Town Garage.
This article shall be non-lapsing
until December 31, 1999,
Recommended by Ihe Board ol
Selectmen




Article #15 Special Warrant
Article To see il the town will
vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Sixty Thousand
Dollars ($60,000 00> to
purchase n lirerrooi modular
storage vault lor town records
in Ihe Town Office building.
Recommenoed b'. Ihe Board ol
Selectmen











Article #16. Special Warrant
Article To see if Ihe town will
vole to raise and appropriate the
sum ol Twenty Five Thousand
Dollars ($25,000 00) lor Ihe
purchase ol land lor an
additional cemetery This article
shall be non-lapsing until
December 3i. 1999
Recommended by the Board ol
Selectmen





Article #17. Special Warrant
Article To see if Ihe town will
vole lo raise and appropriate the
sum ol One Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($100,000.00) to
continue Ihe construction of the
multipurpose recreational fields
on Tax Map 1, Parcels 36 and
37. This article Shall be
non-lapsing until December 31,
1999
Recommended by the Board ol
Selectmen




Article #16. Special Warrant
Artic'3 To see il the town will
vole to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Hundred Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00)
for the purpose of purchasing a
new fire truck This article shall
be non-lapsing until Decembei
31, 1999
Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen




Article #19. II the previous
Article #18 passes, to see if the
town will vole to withdraw and
expeno tnc sum o! Severn^
Thousand Dollars ($70,000.00)
plus interest Irom Ihe Capital
Reserve Fund previously
established for Ihe purchase ol
a lire truck, such withdrawal lo
be added lo said One Hundred
Fifty Thousand Dollars
($150,000.00) lor the purpose ol
purchasing one (1) lire truck.
Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen
7/9
Article #20 Special Warrant
Article To see 11 the town will
vote lo raise and appropriate Ihe
sum of Seventy Five Thousand
Dollars ($75,000.00) towards
the purchase and installation ol
an elevator ai the town library in
order lor the town lo utilize all
three (3) lloors under the
Federal American.^ wilh
Disabilities Act. (Without an
elevator, the library is prohibited
Irom using the lop floor or Ihe
basement, except for storage
under the Federal Americans
with Disabilities Act ) This article
shall be non-lapsing until
December 1999.
Recommended by Ihe Board ot
Selectmen




Article #21. If Article #20
passes Special Warrant Article
To see if the town will vole lo
withdraw and expend Twenly
Five Thousand Dollars
($25,000.00). plus interest from
the existing Capital Reserve
account established al the 1996
Town Meeting, towards the
purchase and installation ol an
elevator connecting Ihe three (3)
floors as part of the completion
ol the library building located at
Mary E Clark Drive To be
added lo Ihe said $75,000 lo be
appropriated under article 20.
This article shall be non-lapsing
until December 31. 1999







Article #22. Special Warrant
Article To see il the town will
vote to raise and appropriate the
sum ol Twelve Thousand
Dollars ($12,000.00) lor the
purchase ol a town sander
Recommended by Ihe Board ol
Selectmen





Article #23. Special Warrant
Article To see il Ihe town will
vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Thirty Thousand Dollars
($30,000.00) lor renovation ol
the Central Fire Station oarkinc
lol This article shall be
non-lapsing until December
3; 1999.
Recommended by the Board ol
Selectmen




Article #24, Special Warrant
Article To see il the town wiH
vole to raise and appropriate ine
sum ol Thirty Thousand Dollar?
($30,000) to renovate the Town
Oflice Held. This article shall be
non-lapsing until Decembe'
31,1999
Recommended by the Board ol
Selectmen




Article #25. To see if Ihe town
will vole lo "Swap" a certain
parcel ol land owned bv Ihe
Town containing 1 ,294 square
leel. located on Mam Street in
Hampstead ("The Town Lot")
(Next lo Ihe Hampstead
Congregational Church and
conveyed to the Town by Jacob
Townsend in 1896) lor a certain
parcel ol land owned by said
church (or its trustees) (localed
abutting Ihe town lol and
conlaining 1.330 square leel]
("the church lot"), and to
authorize the Selectmen 10
execuif o deed to said cnorch
(or Its trustees) lor ine town lot.
and to accept a deed Irom the

















H'/dyxa/ // bJdiJ^y^ \
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
A. To vole, complete the arrowlsi^ ^ pointing lo vour choice(s). like this: M
B. Follow directions as to the number ol candidates to be marked for each office
C. To vote for a person whose name is not printed on the Dallol write the candiaate s
name on the line provided and complete the arrow.
TOWN ARTICLES
Article #26. (By petition) To
see if the town will vote to
adopt the tollowma Warrant
Article; We the undersigned
registered voters of the Town ol
Hampstead. New Hampshire,
request tha' the town voters
authorize- the selectmen Ic
appoint a luM-time. certified
Police Chief who has been
certified by the Police
Standards and Training in the
Stale ol New Hampshire, with
at least 5 years minimum
experience in law enforcement,
to work full-time o^ a salary
and to replace the existing
elected part-time Police Chief
position The term o'
appoinimen; wili be one year
then two years thereafter. The
salary shall be determined by
the Town of Hampstead Wage
and Salary Committee The
advertising, screening ol
applications ol candidates,
consulting with the hinng
authority and optional oral
interview board, shall be





established in 197^ to help
communities find protessional
qualified people lo fill
adminisiralive positions in local
governments, at a minimum
cost of $1,200, capping at
$3 500, pending the number ol
applicants.




Article #27 Special Warrant
Article (by Pefition) To see if
the town will vote to adopt the
following Petition Warrant
Article We the undersigned
registered voters ol the Town of
Hampstead, Nev\ Hampshire
request thai the town voters
vote lo reinstate the Police K-9
program lor ihe calendar year ol
1998, which was eliminated
from the Ponce DeDadment in
1997 Raist the sun^ of
$8,000,00 to be used lor the
training, feeding and
maintenance of the f^-9 program
anr* Ihe ooG The f. ^ handler
sh3 be Office' Wiinar^ T Ahie
anc tne K-9 dog will be known
a? "Quick".
U(: Recommendation by the
Board of Selectmen





Article #28. To see if the town
will vote to accept a donation in
lieu of i?'xes from Eli and Bessie
Cohen foundation Camps, such
donations lo be nol less than Six
Thousand Dollars ($6,00000).




Article #29. To see if the town
wii: authorize the Selectmen lo
dispose of lax-deeded property
by public auction or by sealed bid.




Article #30. To see if Ihe town
wili authorize Ihe Selectmen lo
execute a deed without
covenants to disclaim any
interest in a certain parcel ol land
containing approximately 10,000
square feet which constitutes an
old roadway between Route 121
and land now or formerly of the
Heirs of Richard Woods at the
Atkinson town line Said parcel is
described more particularly as
follows: Beginning at a point on
the westerly side of roule 121 at
land ol or Richard Towne/Dell
Realty; thence Running by the
land ol Towne m a southwesterly
direction 200 feel lo the corner ol
a stone wall at land ol the Heirs of
Riciiard Woods and the Atkinson
town line; thence Turning and
running by Woods' land north 80
degrees 50 minutes 35 seconds
west, 52.41 leel to another wall
corner, thence Turning and
running in a northeasterly
direction 271 feet by other land o(
Towne to a poml on Ihe southerly
side o! Gigante Drive, thence
Turning and running by Gigante
Drive south 44 degrees 00
minutes 55 seconded east 15
feet to a point ol curve, thence
Continuing by Gigante Dnve on a
curve to the road havma a radius
of 25 feet a distance of 24.22 leel
lo the westerly line ol route 121;
thence Turning and running by
Route 121 south 11 degrees 30
n^inuies 00 seconds west, 32 feet
ic. the poml of Peginnning. This is
10 correct the record title
regarding Ihe above-mentioned
parcpi as a consequence of the
hignv.ay oeing relocated in 1933
Ttie said deed shall provioe
"subiecl to any nghts of the
public. In any. In this parcel
"



























Fire Station (East Hampstead) Land and Building
Land and BuildtDgs
I^and and Auxiliaiy impiovetnents





























Tax Rate - $27.95
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits















Protest Check Fees 550.00
Recyling Bins (Replacements) 44.00
Sales 3,481.00
Tire Disposal Coupons 525.00
TOTALS $1,151,860.07
Town Clerk /Tax Collector Staff
Left to Right: De-Anna Tetreault - Martha St. Jean
Nancy Watson, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Barbara O'Sullivan, Deputy Town Clerk
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Tax Collector's Summary of Warrants - 1998
1998 1997 Prior
DEBIT
Uncollected Taxes 12/31/97 $ 446,692.46
Land Use Change
Yield Tax
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Tax $11,991,817.40 100.00





Interest Collected 8,983.00 26,960.95 $433.41
TOTAL DEBITS S12,099,027.97 $479,478.34 $433.41
CREDIT
Remitted to Treasurer
Property Tax $11,541,137.06 $441,112.46
Land Use Change Tax 50,529.99 4,750.00
Yield Taxes 2,764.31
Interest Collected 8,983.00 26,960.95 $433.41




Land Use Change 9,500.00
Yield Taxes
TOTAL CREDITS $12,099,027.97 $ 479,478.34 S433.
Summary of Tax Lien Accounts - 1998
1997 1996 Prior
DEBIT
Unredeemed 12/31/98 $109,218.87 $ 81,329.16
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town* $186,431.62
Interest Collected after Lien 6,213.57 11,930.25 15,555.91
TOTAL DEBITS $192,645.19 $121,149.12 $ 96,885.07
CREDIT
Redemptions 79,992.31 $ 59,728.51 44,533.80
Interest and Cost after Lien 6,213.57 11,930.25 15,555.91
Abatements During Year 34.20
Deeds Issued 4,732.53 8,148.52
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year 106,405.11 44,757.83 28,646.84
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Year Ending December 31, 1998
Town Revenue Year to Date %
Recycling Grant $ 1,500.00 .0
Highway Block Grant 119,180.58 .8
Revenue Sharing - State 264,756.60 1.9
1 998 Property Tax 11,540,416.06 81.4
1998 Property Tax Interest 8,034.85 .1
1996 Property Tax Liens 59,728.51 .4
1996 Property Tax Liens Interest 11,930.25 .1
1997 Property Tax Liens 79,992.30 .6
1997 Property Tax Liens Interest 6,180.58 .0
Yield Tax 2,764.31 .0
1 995 Property Tax Liens 43,440.64 .3
1995 Property Tax Liens Interest 15,525.33 .1
1997 Property Tax 268,536.47 1.9
1997 Property Tax Interest 12,802.20 .1
Unallocated Funds 37,651.94 .3
1 994 Property Tax 1,093.16 .0
1994 Property Tax Interest 30.58 .0
Current Use Tax 55,279.98 .4
Current Use Interest 1,255.33 .0
Boat Tax 15,638.26 .1
Protest Fees 550.00 .0
Auto Permits 1,086,200.00 7.7
Dog Licenses 8,186.50 .1
Filing Fees 18.00 .0
Sales by Town Clerk 3,481.00 .0
Marriage Licenses 2,385.00 .0
Town Clerk Fees 31,317.31 .2
Recycle Bin Replacement 44.00 .0
Tire Coupons 525.00 .0
Freon Coupon 540.00 .0
Cemetery Trust Fund 2,300.00 .0
Interest Inc. - Investments 161,296.70 1.1
Revenue - Police 62,471.84 .4
Fire Department - Other 798.00 .0
False Alarm Fines 662.50 .0
Revenue - Road Agent 870.00 .0
Revenue - BDS - Plan. & Adjust. 9,216.49 .1
Planning Board Fees 16,624.92 .1
Anniversary Sales 180.00 .0
Revenue - Cemetery 4,294.00 .0
Income - Recreation 19,458.00 .1
Income - Conservation 7,250.00 .1
Public Assistance Income 27,104.01 .2
Rebate - Unemployment Compensation 716.85 .0
Insurance Rebates 13,224.82 .1
Revenue - Town Building 100.00 .0
Revenue - Town and Office 89,735.83 .6
Code Enforcement Revenue 77,736.57 .6
TOTAL TOWN REVENUE 14,173,025.27 100.0
Cash Outflow
Vouchers Paid 12,964,865.32 91.5
Gross Payroll 829,924.89 5.9
Return Items (47.00) .0
Service Charges 457.54 .0
Boat Tax Activity (54.50)
13,795,146.25
.0
TOTAL CASH OUTFLOW 97.3
NET CASH FLOW $377,879.02 2.7
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* TICKETS - 250TH
BONFIRE
* BANK CHARGE














TOTAL CASH OUTFLOWS $ 23,712.03
TOTAL CASH INFLOWS $ 15,081.45
TOTAL CASH INFLOWS
CASH IN 250 ANNIVERSARY ACCOUNT $ 15,081.45




Bond Status Report - 1998
PROJECT NAME AMOUNT




CRANBERRY MEADOWS LTD PARTNERSHIP 10,901.39
CATHERINE ESTATES - KASHER CORPORATION 1,634.77
ROSEWOOD SUB-DIVISION 34,614.43
CRANBERRY MEADOWS PHASE II 18,790.96
WENTCO ESTATES LLC 3 3,505.52
PATRIOT DRIVE 1 REDDY HOME BUILDERS 23,272.90






NORFOLK ST. BOND/STATIN 14.5-18.5 1,013.25
NORFOLK ST. 9,549.96
APPLETON LANE - EROSION CONTROL 1,705.97
$ 286,332.15
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Treasurer's Report Statement of Cash Flows
for the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 1998
NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
NET CASH INFLOW PER TOWN REVENUE STATEMENT $ 377,879.02
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH &
CASH EQUIVALENTS 377,879.02
CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS, BEGINNING 4,181,452.66
CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS, ENDING $ 4,559,331.68
TOWN TREASURER'S ASSETS - CASH
CASH, FLEET BANK $ 10.502.65
N.H. PUBLIC DEPOSIT INVEST. POOL 1,003,246.48
CASH, FAMILY BANK TOWN CLERK 278,049.55
CASH, PAYROLL ACCOUNT 2,957.04
M/M CITIZENS 3,660.96
FIRST SAVINGS-GENERAL FUND (651,128.72)
CASH-FAMILY BANK BOAT TAX ACCOUNT 79.24
FIRST SAVINGS - SWEEP ACCOUNT 1,288,747.42
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 2,000,000.00
FAMILY BANK - OTHER REVENUE 612,763.52
FIRST SAVINGS-LAND PURCHASE 4,388.37
FAMILY BANK-LAND PURCHASE 6,065.17
BALANCE 12-31-98 $ 4,559,331.68
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Town of Hampstead
250th Anniversary Account - 1998
Payment to School District
















1998 Budget Appropriation $2,554,984.50
Special Articles, 1998:
Article #14 - Waste Oil Furnace $ 7,350.00
Article #16 - Cemetery Land 25,000.00
Article $17- Recreation Fields 100,000.00
Article #22 - Sander 12,000.00
Total Special Articles 144,350.00
Total Budget Appropriation and Special Articles $2,699,334.50
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Town of Hampstead
Vendors Paid - 1998
A Safe Place 350.00








American Medical Response of Mass. 25,000.00
Anco Engraved signs & Stamps, Inc. 74.85
Arc Source 579.46
Arch Paging 541.92
Arrow Equipment, Inc. 5,850.00
Associates Home Equity 1,848.44
Astro Waste Services 121,153.51
AT&T 2,366.21
Town of Atkinson 1,166.60
Atlantic Plow Blade Co. 909.99
Atlantic Turnkey Corp. 5,047.00
Atlas Advanced 10,850.00
Marc P. Auger 654.00
Martin Auger 560.00
Martin Auger Property Maintenance 1,725.00
Attorney General's Office 80.00
Auto Electric ServiceInc 1,359.94
Automatic Fire Protection, Inc. 405.50
Avitar Associates of New England, Inc. 12,777.12









Craig Bennett Construction, Inc. 1,950.00
BOCA 138.00
The Boston Globe 178.00
Robert Boulter 1,960.00
Robert Boulter, Electrician 125.00
Bound Tree/North Amencan 4,948.64











Capital Cash Register Co
Capitol Business Forms Co., Inc.





























Daniel Webster Council, Inc.
Nancy Davine






























































Dodge Grain Co., Inc.
Don's Market, Inc.
Donovan Equipment Co., Inc.
Dunn's Equipment






Emergency Educator's Group of NH
Esco Awards
Exeter Hospital - EMS Education














Friends of Ordway Park
Freshwater Farms
Attorney Robert H. Fryer
FSP Books & videos
Future Supply Corp.








Leslie E. George Jr.
Richard A. Gerry, Jr.






















































Grand Summit Resort 298.00
Grappone Industrial, Inc. 1,411.18
Roger & Richard Graves 122.00
Greenwood Fire Apparatus 213.08
HMIS, Inc 1,932.00
Hampstead Area Water Co., Inc. 93.56
Hampden Communications 720.00
Hampstead Garage 570.80
Hampstead House of Pizza 343.61
Hampstead Pharmacy 221.78
Hampstead Print & Copy 946.66
Hampstead Firemen's Assoc 30,000.00
Hampstead Village Florist 303.95




Michael K. Hartnett 55.00
Susan E. Hastings 291.91
Hastings Enterprises 245.00
Walter Hastings, III 961.00
Hatch Printing Co. 125.00
The Haverhill Gazette 1,484.74
Thomas Hawthorne 80.00
H. A. Holt & Sons 1,111.77
Al Hoyt & Sons, Inc. 240.00
Hussey Disposal Co. 44,906.55
Imperial Electric 356.62
The Insurance Exchange 37,093.14
Internal Revenue Service 1,381.51
International Institute of Mun. Clk. 100.00
International Signal Inc. 2,165.00
Interstate Emergency Unit 2,700.00
Irving Oil Corporation 6,630.03
Irwin Motors, Inc. 40,400.00
Jack's Towing Service & Auto Repair,Inc. 362.71
JAF Industries 1,208.70
Jamma Realty Trust 7,415.00
Johnson Meadow Realty 1,955.00
Robert: 0. Johnson 1,410.00
Kevin L. Camm 1,070.00
K&K Services 1,800.00
Kingston Foreign Auto 703.25
Kinney's Garage 3,508.02
Kustom Signals, Inc 1,975.00
L&D Safety Marking Corp. 4,358.20
LHS Associates Inc 4,305.12
Ladder Testing Services 408.00
Laerdal Medical Corp. 140.00
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Land & Boundary Cons, 944.00
Larchmont 300.00
Lamprey Health Care 1,750.00
Land Purchase Fund 3,000.00
James M. Lavelle 390.00
Lawrence Eagle Tribune 2,162.81
Lawn Medic 2,770.00
Leith Flower Plant & Gift Shop 34.00
Lessard Bus Lines 2,550.00
William J. Letoile Jr. 1,157.51
Lewis Builders Inc. 13,054.18
Lexis Law Publishing 913.26
Library Trustees 46,247.60
Priscilla R. Lindquist 28.91
Loral Press Inc. 428.80
LSC Business Products 3,303.25
The Lube King 602.80
Lucent Technologies 649.79
City of Lynn 134.84
Anita Macdonald 170.00
Al Maley 272.30
Maico Electronics. Inc. 282.60
Maplevale Farm & Archard 730.51
Maplewood Florist 73.00
Marine Rescue Products, Inc. 133.00
Mark-All Industries Inc. 1,228.25
Charles C. Martin Assoc. 2,420.00
Mason & Rich Professional Association 22.50
McFarlaaand Ford Sales 42.24
John McNamara 35.00
Mernmacl< Business Equip. 685.00
Mike's Landscaping, Inc. 108,397.00
Minda's Donuts, Inc. 72.13
Donald J. Minor 836.95
Mobile Comm 466.54
Moore Medical Corp. 161.82
Charles Moreno 400.00
Morgan Irrigation Services 459.00
Morton Salt 24,891.06
Robert S. Morns 702.40
Moseley Landscaping & Nursery 2,020.00
Mt. Washington Hotel & Resort 457.92
National Market Reports 280.00
NationsBank 1,114.74
N. Y. S. C. A. 20.00
Nat. Fire Protection Asso 1,161.70
Ne-San Inc. 10,581.50
NE Assoc of City & Town Clersk 15.00
NewEngland Barricade Corp 407.02
NE Mun. Clerks Inst. 225,00
New England Micrographics, Inc. 407.10
NH Association of Assessing Officials 20.00
NH Association of Chiefs of Police 105.00
NH Business Review 26.00
NH City & Town Clerk's Association 40.00
New Hampshire Dept of Env. Services 54.00
New Hampshire G.F.O.A. 60.00
NH Local Welfare Administrators Assoc. 25.00
N.H. Health Officers Assoc 10.00
NH Municipal Association 3,437.87
NHMA Health Insurance Trust, Inc. 94,065.94
NH Municipal Management Assoc. 55.00
NHRPA 60.00
N.H. Retirement System 11,426.74
NH State Firemen's Assoc. 312.00
NH Tax Collector's Assoc. 65.00
Neptune Inc. 524.30
Nighswander, Lord & Martin, P.A. 15.00
NE Resource Recovery Association 500.00
Nyberg, Purvis & Associates 10,660.00
Northern Business Machines 695.00
Northeast Fire Apparatus, Inc. 3,103.25
Kathy Olson 60.00
Optima Health 630.00
Oriental Trading Co. 412.69
OUR designs Inc. 323.67
PJP Company, Inc. 434.00
Panasonic Lease Administration Center 2,376.00
Palmer Gas Co. 2,796.96
Parkland Medical Center 4,024.32
Terrence Pavlini 67.40
Paul Oullette, dba Paul's Tree Sen/ice 1,700.00
Penney Fence 3,695.00
Dennis Pepper 2,480.00
W. D. Perkins 719.20
Pete's Sewer Service 900.00
Phil's Signs 485.00
Phillips Automotive 1,605.03
Photo Stop Inc. 119.63
Pike Industries, Inc. 2,363.37
Ralph Pill 608.24
Pitney Bowes 1,901.00
Plymouth Rock Transportation Corp. 41.51
Poland Spring Dist. 1,121.34
Thomas Poole 1,452.50
Portsmouth Regional Hospital 500.00





R. E. Prescott Co., Inc.
Todd Provencher
Public Service Co. of NH
R&R Communications








Donald M. Roberts, Jr.
David A. Rochefort
Rockingham Boat Repair
Rockingham County Attorney's Office










Rydin Sign and Decal
SAD - Hampstead Food Service
Samson Fastener Co. Inc.
SFC Engineehng Partnership, Inc.
SSG/NYSCA/NAYL
S&S Arts & Crafts
































































Sonitrol Services of N.E.
Southeastern NH Hazardous
Spectrowax Corporation
St's Seasonal Equip. Inc.
Stanley Emergency Products, Inc.
Staples
Stanton Communications Co.











Superior Saw & Carbide Tool Corp
Syndistar, Inc.
Tamarack Tree Service
The Top Half, Inc.
Tiac
Timberlane Plate Glass Co., Inc.
Richard N. Towne
Toner Net
Traffic Safety & Signs
Traynor Glass Company









United States Postal Service
Unitil
Vachon, Clukay & Co., PC
Mabelle Vass
Thomas C. Verrill

































































































































































































































































































































































































Abatement & Refunds - 1998
First American $963.00
Scott McCauley $855.20
John & Darlene Horan $352.98
Bruce W. hartford $185.82
Arthur & Linda Dispenser $474.49
Rodman & Elizabeth St. Amand $94.35
Environmental Restorations $174.00
Jerald Robbins $1,204.86
William H, Hood $23.53
Janis Coulanger $13.04
Stanley & Claire Bukowlec $27.01
Abllgail J. Fuller $113.24
James A, Bizeur $18.30
Rufus & Mary Brown $64.35
James & Marcia Gootee $254.59
John & Susan Regan $67.15
Donald & Cardyn Blaska $416.85
Sylvain & Wendy Michaud $629.48
Charles & Ellen Daley $419.65
Sydney & Audrey Peck $78.28
Andrew J, Bernitt $15.00
Billy W McCoy $6.89
Robert & Anna Anderson $13.78
Abilgain F. Mcoy, Heirs $9,29
Vermont National Bank $2,088.48
Miles D Tidd $21.00
Christopher L. Howard $21.06
James & Brenda Wilson $100.00
Eleanor Curry $70.00
Rein K, Wright $430,50
Howard K, Aubin $61.00
Mark & Maura Mulhal $1,925.00
Homeside Lending $1,214.00
Marha L.Zamioda $1,269,00
Smith-Weiss, Shepherd & Durmer, PC $941.00
John & June Tardito $1,772.00
William Discipio $2.00
Ellen Edwards $80.00
Abigail J. Fuller $86.76
Jodi Machado $2,815.00
Landmak Title $48-00
Lincoln & Grace Palmer $1,047,76
Silviera H. Adier $758.43
George R. Moore $90.00
Christopher French $7.57
Ken S. Greely $17,62
Hannabord Brothers $180.76
Countrywide Home Loan, Inc. $4,85800
Dean Howard Constructin $285.36
Deborah S Espinola $100.48
Richard M. & Marianne Ela $3,395.00
First Essex Bank $2,017.00
Family Bank $2,039.00







Chrostpher & Kim Kirby $2,743.00
Joanne f. Lynch $255.04
Cadle Properties $34.92
156 LLC $7.48
Robin A, Rich $7.38
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Independent Auditor's Report
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hainpstead, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general puqx)se financial statements of the Town of Hampstead, New
Hampshire, as of and for the year ended December 31, 1997, as listed in the table of contents. These general
purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require tliat we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about wheUier the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall general purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for
our opinion.
As more fully described in Note 1, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do not
include the financial statements of the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be included in order to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed
Asset Account Group is not known.
As described in Note 1, the Town has recognized tax revenues of $468,578 in its General Fund which
were not received in cash within sixty days of year end as required by generally accepted accounting principles
(GASB Interpretation 3). Town officials believe, and we concur, that the application of this accounting principle,
which would result in a decrease in the undesignated General Fund balance from $430,809 to $(37,769) would
give a misleading impression of the Town's ability to meet its current and future obligations.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose financial statements of the omission described
in the third paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire as of December 31, 1997, and the
results of its operations and the cash flows of its non-expendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining financial statements and schedules listed in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial
statements of the Town of Hampstead, New Hampshire. Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is







To the Residents of Hampstead:
The Selectmen's office this year has a new face. Al Maley was elected last March to
serve a 3 year term. It is never easy coming on board in mid-stream. Mr. Maley is now
overseeing the Planning Board, Conservation Commission, and the Building
Department I would like to thank Al for his efforts. And let us not forget the expenence
that Selectman Joe Guthrie brings to our office. At the end of this year Mr. Guthrie will
have served our town for over 10 years. Thank you Joe! The Selectmen's office gets
busier by the day. Priscilla Lindquist, our Administrative Assistant, is always keeping
us on track. Thank you Priscilla!
1 998 saw the completion of some very important projects. New long term contracts
for cable and solid waste, additional police staff, continuing efforts to bring you a
fantastic 250th anniversary celebration, rewiring of our town for modern fiber
communications technology, and the completion of the Mill Shore Drive
reconstruction are just a few.
This town, unlike many others, operates with a tremendous amount of volunteer help.
I hope that all residents, realize without these efforts, we would not be where we are
today. One of the most desirable communities in Southern, NH!
1999 brings in a whole new list of agenda items to better our community. Hopefully,
this year the residents will recognize the need for a new fire truck. Our 25 year old
truck is very tired. Other projects include; aquiring additional cemetary land, the
continued renovation of The Old Meeting House, and the construction of a skate park.
The Selectmen have also recommended a new staff position, Town Coordinator. If
the community sees fit to approve this position, we will substantially improve the
ability to recruit light industry, locate grants, and improve in overall efficiency of town
government.
In closing, I have served as your selectman for the last 3 years. It is my desire to see
this community continue to flourish. Hopefully, I will be invited back for the next 3
years to continue these efforts.
Sincerely,
Howard A. Davine, Chairman
Board of Selectmen
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Hampstead Public Library Report - 1998
"The demands of the Information Age have placed increasing pressure on libraries to
renovate, expand, or construct new facilities. Dramatic increases in printed matter,
nonprint media, the capacity for automating library operations, and new concepts in
library systems and networks all affect library space needs and organization."
--Wisconsin Library Building Project Handbook.
There have been many changes at the Library this year. In March, after 20
years as Director, Becky Rooney retired. One hundred fifty people turned out at the
Granite Rose on a snowy, slippery Sunday afternoon to let her know she will be
missed and to wish her well in her future endeavors. Two other retirements also came
this year, Ralph Rooney and Agnes Martin.
Some new staff are now eager and happy to serve our patrons. Judi Crowley
moved from Assistant Director to Director, and Margaret Perry has joined us as
Assistant Director. Margaret has come to us from Kensington Public Library. She has
her Masters Degree in Library Science from the University of Rhode Island and has a
special interest and expertise as an Archivist, so she has taken on the task of sorting
and organizing our historical collection. Nancy Nightingale is our new technical
services librarian. Nancy brings with her a background of preschool education. She
is now turning her energies to making sure our collection reaches the public in
topnotch condition. Tom Landry, our new Custodian, is busy keeping the building
looking as bright and fresh as the day we moved in.
Once again, the Library is feeling the effects of success. There are now 6875
registered patrons in Hampstead. This year we have purchased new shelving for both
the Adult collection and for the Juvenile collection. New books, audios and videos had
completely filled the shelves which seemed so spacious just four years ago when we
first opened our doors in the new facility. We have had to crowd tables together to fit
more shelving, which leaves less room for people to use the collection. The quickly
expanding computer universe has also added to our space needs. Internet and CD-
ROM technology are new additions to the array of services supplied by the Library for
the use of the people of Hampstead. These services are very popular and we are now
looking for ways to finish the building so that there will once again be enough room for
the people, books, audios, videos and now, computers which are needed to provide
service at the Library.
We have been working hard this year on fund raising, with a goal of finishing
the second floor for Library use and installing an elevator for access to both the upper
and lower levels. Donations have been coming in from many sources. Some people
have chosen to simply give us a dollar each time they come in. Some overpay their
fines and tell us they want to help us get upstairs. One donation was made in honor of
a friend's birthday. The Buck family has chosen to donate to the Library Building Fund
each month in honor of Vivian Clark, who has tutored for them this year and who
suggested this in lieu of payment for her services. Wilson and Debra Sawyer donated
money for new adult fiction, which was then matched by Bay Networks, as a
contribution to the Building Fund. And of course, the largest contributor by far, is the
Friends of the Hampstead Library, presided over this year by Lois Chase. Two
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projects in particular, have meant a great deal to the Building Fund: the Yankee
Partnership Program, in which Yankee magazine donates $10.00 to the Friends for
each new subscription placed through the Friends' subscription cards (Elaine David,
Coordinator) and the biannual Holiday House Tour (chaired by Jaye Dimando). They
have together brought us nearly $6000 closer to our goal. Thanks go to everyone who
has contributed this past year. Let's keep the momentum going.
This year we have also experienced the loss of three people to whom books,
reading, and libraries were very important. Relatives and friends of Mildred Emerson,
Russell B. Grush, and Arthur "Ross" Landry, were encouraged to make donations in
their memory to the Hampstead Public Library. The new locked, glass fronted book
case in the Reference Area is dedicated to Mildred Emerson. Several books,
including Lindbergh by Berg, The American Centurv by Evans, and The Salem World
of Nathaniel Hawthorne by Moore are in the collection in honor of Russell B. Grush.
Other funds were donated in his name to the Building Fund. Additions are also being
made to the science and history collections in honor of Ross Landry.
Townspeople have been most generous to the Library this year and have
donated books, audio tapes and video tapes. Two new computers have arrived,
provided by Lucent Technologies. The Hampstead Mother's Club donated a second
computer for children's CD-ROM applications and were able to extend their
contribution to networking for several computers in the building so that Internet access
will soon be available in the Children's Room. The Mother's Club also donates the
Portsmouth Children's Museum Pass, and half the Science Museum Pass. Other
museum passes were donated by Shop 'n Save, CRA, America's Stonehenge, the
Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities and the Friends of the Library.
The Garden Club continues to keep our front borders and the Story Garden looking
beautiful. The Civic Club, along with the Friends of the Library, support our Summer
Reading Club activities. Such wonderful support from Town organizations helps to
keep ail of us connected.
To all those who have donated time and energy to the Library this past year, we
extend our heartfelt thanks. Story hour volunteers Louise Cummings, Julie Gates,
Sheila VanPatten, and Caroline Megan, desk volunteers Margaret Noonan, Maxine
Stull, Terry Handel, Tammy Staples, Dot MacFarland and Jennifer McLeod,
"backstage" volunteers, Alyssa Eppich, Jim Buhler and David Hiett, all deserve a
special mention. They have made the Library much richer.
The Library continues to grow and change in response to the technological
challenges of the 20th and 21st centuries. While in the past, the challenge was to
juggle space for both materials and the people who needed them, now it is also to
provide access to computers and other equipment needed for modern research and
enjoyment. The modern Library must provide both the traditional sources, which
continue in high demand, and the new technological sources as they emerge. It is a
challenge for the town as a whole to take up. We ask your support, both inside the
Library and at the polls in March, to finish the project which was begun in 1993, to
complete the Library building.
Jay P. Burns Judith L. Crowley
Chairman, Board of Trustees Director
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Hampstead Public Library Report - 1998






TOWN APPROPR lATION $1 74,51 9.00
LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS 1998 $479.05
HUMANITIES GRANT 1998 $535.20







4550911 " LIBRARIANS SALARY $31,549.56
4550912 " ASST LIBRARIAN SALARY $56,173.88
4550913 " CUSTODIAN SALARY $2,972.54
4550921 " HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS $16,070.53
4550922 " SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS $5,597.51
4550923 ** RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS $2,476.68
4550924 " UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION $226.73
4550925 " WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION $197.53
4550926 " MEDICARE $1,309.33
4550932 ** LEGAL EXPENSE $0,00
4550981 ** EMPLOYEE EXPENSES $270.37

























SUBTOTAL LIBRARY TRUSTEES $69,100.70
TOTAL EXPENSES $197,372.10











CHILD MANAGEMENT, INC Total
JUDI CROWLEY Total
LIBRARY VIDEO COMPANY Total
LOUISE PRYOR Total
MIDWEST TAPE Total
MPI MEDIA GROUP Total
SENTIMENTAL PRODUCTIONS Total
AUDIOATIDEO To
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION Total
AMERICAN LIBRARY PREVIEW Total
BAKER & TAYLOR Total
BARNES & NOBLE Total
BERNAN, INC. Total
BOUND TO STAY BOUND Total
CHESTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY Total
DEBRA HEITT Total
DEMCO MEDIA Total
DOUBLEDAY LARGE PRINT BOOKS Total
FACTS ON FILE Total
GROLIER EDUCATIONAL CORP Total
HOOVERS Total
JUDI CROWLEY Total
LEXIS LAW LIBRARY Total
LOUISE PRYOR Total
MARSHALL CAVENDISH Total
N.E. MOBILE BOOK FAIR, INC. Total
NADAC Total
NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION Total
OMNIGRAPHICS Total
ORYX Total
OXYFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, INC. Total
PENWORTHY COMPANY Total
PICTORIAL HISTORIES PUBLISHING CO. Total
PLYMOUTH STATE COLLEGE Total
PUBLISHER'S GROUP Total
QUALITY BOOKS, INC Total
READERS DIGEST LARGE EDITION Total
ROMANGOLI PUBLICATIONS Total
SIMON & SCHUSTER Total
SUSAN'S WHALE OF A TALE Total
THE APPALACHAIN TRAIL CONFERENCE Total
THE BOSTON GLOBE Total
TIME-LIFE EDUCATION Total
WHEELER PUBLISHING CO Total
WILDLIFE EDUCATION, LTD Total
WORLD BOOK Total
BOOK Total
CAL'S APPLIANCE & REFRIGERATION Total
EAST COAST LUMBER Total









NH STATE LIBRARY Total
TUCKER CO. Total















COLE INFORMATION SERVICE Total
DEBRA HIETT Total
H.W. WILSON Total
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL Total
LIBRARY TOOL
MERRIMACK BUSINESS EQUIPMENT, INC. Total
UBM Total




LEXIS LAW PUBLISHING Total
MARGOT CLEMENTE Total
MORNINGSTAR MUTUAL FUNDS Total
N.E. MOBILE BOOK FAIR, INC. Total














SMITH FIRE EQUIPMENT Total


























































UNION LEADER CORPORATION Total
MISCELLANEOU
CANTERBURY SHAKER VILLAGE Total
CHILDREN'S MUSEUM OF PORTSMOUTH Total
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS Total
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE Total
ST OF NH (MCAULIFFE PLANETARIUM) Total




THE EAGLE TRIBUNE Total
UNION LEADER CORPORATION Total
WALL STREET JOURNAL Total
NEWSPAPERS T
AMERICAN BUSINESS INFORMATION MARKETING Tot




GREY HOUSE PUBLISHERS Total





N.H. BAR ASSOCIATION Total
NATIONAL INFORMATION DATA CENTER Total
OLYMPIA BOOK CO. Total
OMNIGRAPHICS Total
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS Total
PUBLIC CITIZEN Total
QUALITY BOOKS Total
R. R. BOWKER Total
SALEM PRESS Total
SFC COMMUNICATIONS Total
SIMON & SCHUSTER Total
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS Total
THOMAS REGISTER Total


















AMERICAN PATCHWORK & QUILTING Total
ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST Total
























NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY ToUl
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER Total
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC WORLD Total
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION Total
NE. GAME & FISH Total
NEWSWEEK Total











SATURDAY EVENING POST Total







THE SATURDAY EVENING POST Total
TIME MAGAZINE Total
TUFTS DIET & NUTRITION LETTER Total
VICTORY PARK, NHIA Total
$19.95 WOMAN'S HEALTH WATCH Total
$19.97 WORKBENCH Total




$24.00 BJ WHOLESALE CLUB Total
$10.97 COMPLIANCE POSTER CO. ToUl
$26.95 DEMCO Total
$24.00 E.B. ROONEY Total
$17.95 ELIZABETH THRUSTON Total
$21 .97 GAYLORD BROS. Total
$21.95 GOODWIN'S OFFICE PRODUCTS Total
$12.98 J. CROWLEY Total
$34.95 LOUISE PRYOR Total
$11.95 POSTMASTER Total







$35.00 BELL ATLANTIC Total





































Report of the Building Department
The number of new homes built in 1998 remained consistent with the previous year
with the issuing of 37 permits for single family houses. The majority of new homes are
within subdivisions in Appleton Woods, at the extension of Beverly Drive; Wentworth
Heights, Catherine Estates, Rosewood, Cherub's Way and Marshall Road.
Residential condominiums continue to be a popular housing option as evidenced by
the construction of another 10 buildings, for a total of 38 dwelling units in Cranberry
Meadows and in a new development - Bartlett Brook - which, when completed will
consist of six 4-unit buildings and two 3-unit buildings.
Permits were issued for nine mobile homes within Granite Village and Emerson's
Mobile Home Village.
A total of five permits were issued for commercial construction which included a self-
storage building on Gigante Drive, a condominium office building at Stage Road
Junction, two commercial buildings on Starwood Drive, and an addition to Colby Corner.
Shop 'n Save supermarket, which began construction in 1997, opened its doors in
July.
Fire played a major role in building projects, resulting in the temporary placement of
mobile homes on residential lots, as two homes were being rebuilt.
A major fire in March destroyed the building which contained the dining hall, office
space and living quarters at Camp Tel Noar. A temporary structure made it possible for
the camp to open in time for its summer session. Plans are underway for construction of a
larger dining hall building in a new location on the lot, to begin in 1999.
All plans for commercial buildings are reviewed by the town's engineering firm -
S.F.C. Engineering -and all commercial building inspections are performed by engineers
from that office.
Permits were also issued for 175 additions/alterations for such projects as additions,
pools, sheds, decks, garages, and remodeling.
An attempt by this office to increase permit fees to offset expenditures of the
department failed to earn voter approval on last year's ballot.
We have begun enforcing inspections of homes approved for year-round conversion,
for compliance with BOCA to ensure all safety issues are satisfactory.
Paul S. Wentworth, Assistant Building Inspector, is in the office Monday through
Thursday from 12 noon until 1 p.m. to meet with the public, review plans, sign permits
and answer any questions pertinent to codes and construction.
Kristopher N. Emerson serves as our part-time building inspector, performing all
residential inspections.
Every effort is made to have inspections that are called in to this office completed
within 48 hours. We appreciate your patience and continued cooperation.















































Reddy Homes Bldrs., Inc.
Lemery Bldg. Co., Inc.
Dean C. Howard Const.
Dean C. Howard Const.
Paul S. Wentworth
Richard Towne
Dean C. Howard Const.
Dean C. Howard Const.
Carmine Cresta
Gary Barnes
Reddy Home Bldrs., Inc.
Reddy Home Bldrs., Inc.
Dean C. Howard Const.
Dean C. Howard Const.
B. Tisbert Const., Inc.
N. Pandelena Const.
Silva Const., Inc.










Dean C. Howard Const.
Dean C. Howard Const
Dean C. Howard Const.
VOID




Reddy Home Bldrs. Inc.
Paul S. Wentworth





48 Norfolk St. 1-4
















































































































1468 9/212 1-4 Dean C. Howard Const 73 Norfolk St. 4-unit condo 288,000
1469 12/166 Paul S. Wentworth 19 Bonnie's Way new home 200,000
1470 20/53 MDR Corp. 90 Eliyson Ave. new home 140,000
1471 18/19 Margaret O'Donneil 109 Danville Rd. temp. mob. hm. 2,400
1472 9/205 Dean C. Howard Const. 4 Devon Rd. condo home 100,000
1473 9/204 Dean C. Howard Const. 3 Devon Rd. condo home 100,000
1474 18/135 Kevin Camm 187 E. Main St. new home 75,000
1475 18/38 Richard Concheri 381 Sandown Rd. temp mob. hm. 2,500
1476 13/219 Brian L. Donahue 4 Marshall Rd. new home 110,000
1477 12/157 Paul S. Wentworth 8 Chelsari Ln. new home 200,000
1478 8/62 Steven Frink 30 Island Pond Rd. new home 114,000
1479 1/129 Dean C. Howard Const. 33 Appleton Ln. new home 200,000
1480 17/93 Albert A. Dubois 1 1 Moulton Dr. new home 60,000
1481 17/210 Gary Barnes 57 Pitman Rd. new home 70,000
1482 18/43 Richard J. Galipeault, Jr. 259 E. Main St. comm. add. 225,000
1483 17/290 KG W LLC 12 Starwood Dr. comm. bldg. 500,000
1484 19/148 15-18 Reddy Home Bldrs. 8 Patriot Dr. 4-unit condo 225,000
1485 2/24 Daniel Gudinas 383 Main St. new home 100,000
1486 1/134 Silva Const., Inc. 32 Appleton Ln. new home 170,000
A1329 17/282 Philip Kom 26 Catherine Ave. remodel 10,000
A1330 13/52 Kieley Corp. 22 Garland Dr addition 45,000
A1331 7/30 William E. Beane 44 Main St. addition 2,850
A1332 17/89 Howard Davine 416 Emerson Ave. demolition
A1333 5/9 Simon Ackerman 339 West Rd. alteration 30,000
A1334 11/102 David Eraser 101 ButtrickRd. alteration 10,000
A1335 17/223 Michael Mullen 10 Partridge Ln. addition 29,250
A1336 11/294 Robert Brett 28 Peaslee Ct. pool 3,000
A1337 8A/69 Ernest Pochini 39 Ells Rd. alteration 3,900
A1338 VOID
A1339 19/128 Edward Steinbauer 20 Checkerberry Rd. addition 15,000
A1340 16/104 Diane Gorrow 36 Collins Rd. addition 28,000
A1341 16/76 Phillip Murrell 5 Golden Mead. Rd. pool 11,500
A1342 18/106 Lewis Builders Route 1 1
1
alteration 25,000
A1343 20/11 Brenda Heidler 3 Sean Dr. alteration 9,965
A1344 7/111 Daniel Perry 28 Wellington Dr. remodel 35,000
A1345 1/127 Linda Hermetet 5 Appleton Ln. deck 1,200
A1346 2/17 Ronald Tomacchio 349 Main St. alteration 5,000
A1347 17/257 Susan O'Donneil 34 Nicole Cir. pool 15,000
A1348 4/68 Roger S. Wyner 96 Gov. Isl. Rd. remodel 4,000
A1349 8/218 Camp Tel Noar 167 Main St. demolition
A1350 9/24-52 H&C Ashford, LLC 132 Heather Ln. mobile home 80,000
40
A1351 7/110 Robert Jones 27 Wellington Dr. deck 2,500
A1352 11/36 Robert Salter 3 1 Pillsbury Rd. re-roof 500
A1353 1/6 Peter Freda 4 Ashford Rd. addition 35,600
A1354 9/218 Richard Garon 34 Norfolk St. #1 alteration 3,000
A1355 11/175 Ruth MacDonald 18 Hood Rd remodel 25,000
A1356 4/23 Christopher Hofmeister 165 Mill Shore Dr. porch 990
A1357 1/11 Thomas Albrecht 5 Valley Rd. addition 32,000
A1358 20/10 Robert Smith 5 Sean Dr pool 4,200
A1359 13/207 Kevin Walsh 52 Birchwood Dr. pool 500
A1360 17/15 Gary Cebula 10 Nicole Cir. shed 2,600
A1361 19/104 Robert Giancola 26 Indian Rdg.Rd. pool 2,000
A1362 13/216 Jonathan Lamphier 56 East Rd. addition 3,000
A1363 9/71 Alan Greenough 135 Kent Farm Rd. shed 2,400
A1364 19/75 Henry Boulanger 116 Harper Rdg.Rd. deck 1,500
A1365 18/43 Golden Leaf 256 E. Main St. remodel 10,000
A1366 8/248 Hampstead Cong. Church 61 Main St. addition 336,100
A1367 19/143 Donald Boyer, Jr. 32 Mayflower Dr. shed 1,200
A1368 16/15 Stanley Lewis 38 Country Rd. pool/deck 4,000
A1369 13/164 Phil Plante 16 Quail Run Rd. remodel 32,500
A1370 19/85 Mark Flory 84 Indian Rdg.Rd. pool 2,000
A1371 16/24 Brent Ebner 1 1 Collins Dr. deck 2,000
A1372 9/24-58 H«&C Ashford, LLC 109 Ledgewood Dr. mobile home 75,000
A1373 9/102 Gerald Pons 9 Liberty Ln. remodel 20,000
A1374 20/39 Stephan Ottesen 14 Ellyson Ave. porch 9,100
A1375 2/75 Robert F Houston 456 Main St. barn 10,000
A1376 20/42 Edward Welch 30 Ellyson Ave. pool 10,000
A1377 4/68 Roger S. Wyner 96 Gov. Isl. Rd. addition 5,000
A1378 12A/18 Walter Westhaver 1 Oak Hill Dr. addition 6,100
A1379 8B/102 Robert McClosky 21 Timberlane Rd. garage 10,000
A1380 2/10 Paula Smith 5 Sean Dr. deck 4,500
A1381 8/62 Steven Frink 24 Isl. Pond Rd. shed 1,800
A1382 15/30 Michael Piasecki 20 Springbrook Dr. porch 1,000
A1383 8/218 Camp Tel Noar 167 Main St. camp bldg. 300,000
A1384 6/43-6 David Forestell 70 Bricketts Mill Rd. addition 15,000
A1385 9/24-38 H&C Ashford, LLC 108 Ledgewood Dr. mobile home 78,000
A1386 9/24-37 H«&C Ashford, LLC 106 Ledgewood Dr. mobile home 78,000
A1387 8B/101 Ernest Swymer 19 Timberlane Rd. addition 25,000
A1388 17/216 Joseph D'Apoilo 39 Pentucket Dr. addition 38,000
A1389 16/58 Frank Frazier 61 Pheasant Ln. shed 2,000
A1390 9/30 James Whitney 50 Wash Pond Rd. addition 40,000
A1391 6/16 Michael Grandmaison 195 Stage Rd. addition 1,500
A1392 2/68 D&M Construction 10 Lexington Dr. addition 25,000
A1393 2/20 Keith W. Johnston 468 Main St. addition 7,500
A 1394 16/74 Michael Quinn 16 Golden Mead. Rd. garage 19,300
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A1395 12A/17 Neil E. Emerson 4 Oak Hill Dr. mobile home 45,000
A1396 VOID
A1397 17/23S Robert Murphy 37 Munroe Dr. remodel 15,000
A1398 17/119 Coliette Matthias 191 Central St. remodel 3,000
A1399 11/S3 Robert Porter 3S Sawyer Rd. deck 1,000
A 1400 lS/107 Susan Duquette 28S Sandown Rd. remodel 6,000
A1401 2/46 Michael T Demers S2S Main St. shed 1,500
A 1402 17/285 Kenneth Storti 68 Catherine Ave. pool 2,650
A 1403 19/S7 Janice P. Yannalfo 175 Harper Rdge.Rd. alteration 2,000
A 1404 2/34 Kevin McLeod 26 Kimberly Rd. deck 4,500
AMOS 17/268 Mark Mulhall 28 Merryfield Rd. addition 36,000
A 1406 8/69 Nancy Benson 140 Main St. pool 2,000
A1407 1/92 Brian Ebner 190 Depot Rd. pool 2,200
AMOS 8/113 Eric Persson 112 Main St. alteration 1,000
A1409 9/186 Kevin Underwood 40 Barthlemess Ln. pool 5,000
AMIO 12A/149 Edward Heitzman 46 Parklane Rd. addition 10,300
AMll 8B/2 Ruflis Browne 6 Shore Dr. deck 1,300
A1412 7/16 Paul J. Auger 10 Main St. remodel 2,500
A1413 11/301 Frank Ryan 19 Oddfellows Rd. deck 3,000
AMM 14/140 Michael Pierce 62 Brighton Dr. deck 2,500
AMIS 18/S Coastal Restoration 4SA Old Danville Rd alteration 12,500
A1416 9/24-22 Bemice McKinney 18 Granite Cir porch 5,000
AMI? 17/2S3 Ken Pure 41 Nicole Cir. addition 5,400
AMIS 19/72 Warner Daigneault 96 Harper Rdge. Rd. addition 10,800
A1419 9/24-60 H&C Ashford, LLC 1 1 9 Ledgewood Dr. mobile home 78,000
A1420 9/24-62 H&C Ashford, LLC 133 Heather Ln. mobile home 78,000
A1421 9/24-36 H&C Ashford, LLC 1 04 Ledgewood Dr. mobile home 78,000
A1422 9/107 James L. Stewart 2 Hutchins Path porch 9,600
A1423 11/188 Scott Macaulay 54 Croy Path alteration 3,000
A1424 11/186 Robert Perlupo 4 Tabor Rd. shed 1,000
AM2S 6/43-6 David Forestell 70 Brickett's Mill pool 5,000
A 1426 9/213-4 Lawrence Bradley 44 Norfolk St.#4 alteration 5,000
A1427 16/8 Kenneth L Gilson 21 Country Rd. shed 500
A142S 4/62 Paul Fischer Eagle Rd. addition 20,000
A1429 1/122 Thomas Cammilleri 26 Appleton Ln. addition 10,000
A 1430 17/244 Julie Herron 25 Pitman Rd. pool 3,400
A1431 7/20 Muriel Kalil 5 Stage Rd. porch 700
A1432 1/93 Dana Foster 210 Depot Rd, shed 1,800
AM33 12/31 James Clarke 324 Wash Pond Rd. shed 1,400
A1434 19/S4 Peter St.Jean 12 Regiment Dr deck 1,200
A143S 8A/27 Jeffrey Chandler 66 Ells Rd. addition 20,000
A1436 7/1 OS Daniel Brickett 30 Littles Ln. addition 10,000
A1437 9/142 Laura Treat 10 Sylvester Ln. pool 4,000
A143S 2/7S Robert F. Houston 456 Main St. addition 20,000
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A1439 11/3 Wayne Huntington 30 Pillsbury Rd. aheration 2,500
A 1440 19/85 Mark Flory 84 Indian Rdg.Rd. deck 2,750
A1441 17/26 Robyn Haggett 248 Central St. deck 1,000
A1442 11/70 James LaPierre 10 Oddfellows Rd. aheration 1,500
A 1443 18/109 Mary-Ellen Raymond 31 Webber Rd. shed 2,900
A 1444 1/8 James A. Rand 712 Main St. aheration 5,500
A1445 18/85 James Stalker 70 Danville Rd. alteration 500
A 1446 1 1/242 Mark Richards 6 Lancaster Rd. addition 20,000
A 1447 8/15 Mark Webber .13 Quarry Rd. garage 10,000
A 1448 12/12 Margaret McQuade 406 Emerson Ave. addition 1,000
A 1449 12A/97 Sterling F. Bell 7 Glen Dr. deck 300
A1450 19/105 Brian Shuman 30 Indian Rdge.Rd. addition 45,000
A1451 11/147 Renee Mitchell 4 Bloody Brook Rd. shed 1,900
A1452 11/141 Nancy Dyment 29 Bloody Brook Rd. deck 2,000
A1453 18/19 Margaret O'Donnell 109 Danville Rd. remodel 9,700
A1454 9/200 Dano Anderson 221 Kent Farm Rd. deck 3,300
A1455 12/44 Richard Emerson 1 8 1 Emerson Ave. alteration 2,800
A1456 19/88 James Maranto 167 Harper Rdge.Rd. pool 11,200
A1457 13/43 Philip Ahsher 14 Tewksbury Rd. deck 3,700
A1458 11/121 William M. Schloth Jr. ISOButtrickRd. addition 18,000
A1459 19/121 David Morris 37 Indian Rdge. Rd shed 1,300
A1460 8B/65 James W. Polito 25 Harris Ave. shed 1,300
A1461 17/261 Greg Worthen 34 Merryfield Ln. addition 9,800
A1462 16/86 Brian Powers 51 Golden Mead. Rd addition 20,000
A 1463 14/57 Robert Giordano 42 Marilyn Park Dr. shed 1,500
A1464 9/128 Richard Pinder 239 Kent Farm Rd deck 500
A1465 14/154 Sandra Strand 60 Picadilly Rd. shed 2,200
A 1466 17/239 Chester Holt 10 Pitman Rd. shed 1,400
A1467 9/24-57 H&C Ashford, LLC 135 Heather Ln. mobile home 78,000
A1468 11/101 David Hallett 95 Buttrick Rd. shed 2,500
A1469 2/39 Island Pond Baptist Church 26 No. Salem Rd. addition 15,000
A 1470 13/72 Dennis Cochis 8 Laura Ln. ramp 1,600
A1471 19/72 Warner Daigneault 96 Harper Rdge.Rd. deck 1,600
A1472 9/216-16 Dana C Comeau 45 Norfolk St. #4 alteration 2,500
A1473 13/214 Bruce Elliot 19 Brighton Dr. shed 500
A 1474 VOID
A1475 8/157 Clayton Dube 16 Sunset Ave. deck 2,000
A1476 8/84 Frederick Ladd 81 Mill Shore Dr. shed 750
A1477 2/37 John E. Thompson 366 Main St. addition 3,500
A1478 6/41 Richard Towne 2 Gigante Dr. shed 500
A1479 14/150 Dinesh Newmani 94 Picadilly Rd. pool 14,000
A1480 15/10 Bruce Gagne 456 East Rd. shed 1,500
A1481 11/22 Kenneth McEachern 30 Hoks Point Rd. garage 10,900
A1482 1/97 Stephen Clark 156 Depot Rd. pool 10,000
43
A1483 17/89 Adventures Eatery 416 Emerson Ave. remodel 14,000
A1484 VOID
A1485 12/162 Gold Leaf Homes, Inc. 30 Cherub's Way addition 8,500
A1486 8A/97 James Riddle 45 Ells Rd. remodel 15,000
A1487 8/49 Louis Rom 79 Mill Shore Dr. remodel 8,000
A1488 17/209 Mary Jacobson 5 Country Rd. shed 1,700
A1489 9/213-1 Roger Binette 44 Norfolk St.#l remodel 4,500
A1490 17/251 Gary Morelli 27 Nicole Cir. addition 15,000
A1491 17/273 David Arnfield 2 Chamberlain Ave. pool 18,000
A 1492 9/219-3 David Smith 45 Norfolk St. #3 remodel 6,500
A1493 3/70 D&M Construction 24 Longview Dr. deck 3,000
A1494 14/155 D&M Construction 40 Pillsbury Rd deck 2,500
A1495 111/207 Larry Emerson 27 Scott Dr. shed 100
A1496 12/162 Kevin Boda 30 Cherub's Way pool 22,000
A 1497 2/21 D&M Construction 512 Main St. garage 15,000
A1498 19/145 Paul Husson, Jr. 40 Mayflower Dr. remodel 12,000
A1499 13/153 Richard Kieley 76 Faith Dr. addition 48,000
A1500 19/148-29 Reddy Home Bldrs. Inc. 29 Patriot Dr. remodel 6,500
A1501 6/64 DiJohn Realty Co 128 Route 111 addition 14,400
A1502 3/126 Hamp stead Recreation Holiday Ln. repair 2,000
A1503 17/26 Robyn Haggett 248 Central St. shed 800
A1504 18/38 VOID
A1505 9/185 Joseph Milardo 44 Barthelmess Ln. remodel 2,500
A1506 18/36 John Barner 75 Woodridge Rd. remodel 2,000 .
A1507 12/38 Scott Wain 153 Emerson Ave. addition 10,000 I
A1508 11/36 Lynne Lackenbach 31 Pillsbury Rd. addition 30,000
A1509 3/31 John Scione 260 Main St. addition 15,000
A1510 17/289 N. Pandelena Const. 6 Starwood Dr. addition 10,500 ;
A1511 18/38 Richard Concheri 381 SandownRd. remodel 54,300
A1512 3/99 Carl W. Parke 15 Blueberry Cir. shed 900
A1513 17/89 Hampstead Station 416 Emerson Ave. addition 800
A1514 18/43 MacLeod Brothers, Inc. 259 East Main St. addition 25,100
A1515 8/242 Town of Hampstead 67 Main St. remodel 6,000
A1516 17/257 Thomas O'Donnell 34 Nicole Cir. addition 7,000
A1517 13/52 Richard Kieley 22 Garland Dr. addition 200,000
37 single family homes 9 mobile homes
8 4-unit condominiums 2 3-unit condominiums
5 commercial buildings 175 additions
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Hampstead Planning Board
1998 Report from the Board
Summary ofAction on Plans
APPLICANT MAP/PARCEL DESCRIPTION DISPOSITION
Charles & Laura Ashford Lot Line Change 9-24,61,87 & 10-10
Granite Rose Combine Lots 13-52 & 130
Robert & Linda Winmill Lot Line Adjustment 1-135 &13-198
Hampstead Congregational Church Lot Line Adjustment 8-242 &
Thomas Weatherby Lot Consolidation 1-69 & 70
Scione Family Trust Lot Line Adjustment 3-36 & 152
T. Dang Use Change Colby Corner 18-43
Colby Corner Site Design Change 18-43
ANS Realty Trust Use Change 18-107
Pandelena Construction Site 17-289
Ace Manufacturing Site 12-88
Margaret McQuade Site 12-12
M. & W. Webber Lot Line Adjustment 8-15 & 16
Paul Wentworth Lot Line Adjustment 12-156 & 165
D. Bell Lot Line Adjustment 17-286 & 20-7
PD Printed Circuits Site 17-290
G. Barnes Site Modification 6-32
Kieley Corporation Site 13-52
CLH Realty Lot Line Adjustment 1-122 & 123
M. Webber Lot Line Adjustment 8-15 & 16
Scanlon Construction Lot Line Adjustment 13-193 & 194
Island Pond Baptist Church Site Plan 2-39
Johnson &Johnston Site 6-64
Cohen Foundation Site 8-42 & 218
H&S Development Subdivision 17-89.
Rite Aid Site 17-89
Steve Wentw/orth Subdivision Ordway Commons 1-43, 41, & 25
MCC Northwoods Commercial Subdivision 10-5
Simon Ackerman Subdivision 5-9
Thomas Weatherby Subdivision 1-69-& 70
Dean Howard Subdivision Heyward Hills 17-102
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Formula Development CATHERINE ESTATES 20-9&10
Letter of Credit $232,100.00
Erosion Control Reduced to $36,900.00
Road & Site Reduced to $143,100.00
Reduced to $55, 080.00
Erosion Control, Roadway, Site Combined November 6, 1995
Reduced to $59,780.00
Reduced to $10,000.00




D. Howard CRANBERRY MEADOWS I Bond $9,810.00
D. Howard CRANBERRY MEADOWS II St. John Drive
April 17, 1995 Bond $73,820.00
May 6, 1996 Reduced to $58,720.00
August 19, 1996 Reduced $30,045.00
September 16, 1996 Reduced $17,770.00






September 2, 1997 Reduction
July 6, 1998 Road Bond
STA 14+50 to18+85
Increased to







D. Howard CRANBERRY MEADOWS II Devon Drive
Road Bond STA 0+00 to 4+56
July 6, 1998 $42,060.50
October 19, 1998 Reduced $8,865.00
Fire Cistern $25,000.00
L. Chase Gingerbread Lane Bond $12,800.00
Reduced to $6,600.00
January 3, 1995 Reduced to $2,600.00
December 4, 1 995 Reduced to $600.00
48
NICOR Marilyn Park Drive Extension February 6, 1995 Bond $42,810.00
Erosion & Sediment Bond July 6, 1995 $4,060.00
May 4, 1998 RELEASED
G. Brown Marilyn Park Drive Extension Driveways
February 6, 1995 Bond $7,500.00
September 18, 1995 Roadway Bond $16,700.00
May 5, 1997 Reduced $5,655.00
July 21, 1997 Reduced $1,005.00
Leonard Street




December 4, 1995 Reduced $168,691.00
March 17, 1997 Reduced $67,940.00
April 20, 1998 Reduced $31,699.00
Bond STA7+50toSTA14+75 $40,500.00
C & L Realty GRANITE II
C & L Realty GRANITE II
D. Pope McGregor Drive
P. Wentworth WENTWORTH HEIGHTS
T. Dube ROSEWOOD
Roadway Bond $22,775.00
December 4, 1995 Reduced $18,075.00
April 1, 1996 Reduced $13,900.00
October 5,1998 Reduced $2,000.00
October 19, 1998 Released









Erosion & Sedimentation Bond $28,190.00
Road Bond $77,100.00
Reduced $31,750.00
Erosion & Sedimentation Bond $9,330.00
Road Bond $58,234.00
September 16, 1996 Revised $49,064.00
October 7, 1996 Reduced $3,386.00
49
J. Lavelle Asso. CHERUB'S WAY Erosion & Sedimentation Bond $21 ,560.00
April 7, 1997 Reduced
May 4,1998
Road Bond
February 3, 1997 Reduced
March 17, 1997 Reduced
June 16, 1997 Reduced
May 4,1998 Reduced
Hannaford Brothers SHOP 'N SAVEErosion & Sedimentation
August 31, 1998 Reduced
Lawrence Trahan 10-32 NHHVAC Erosion & Sedimentation
October 6, 1997
W. Reddy Site 19-10 BARTLETT BROOK Performance Guarantee
December 1, 1997Reduced


































Respectfully submitted by Susan E. Hastings, Secretary
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Hampstead Capital Needs Committee
Report to the Town ofHampstead— 1998
During the past few months, the Capital Needs Committee (HCNC) has been workmg with
representatives from each Town committee, commission and department to bring you the
attached Capital Forecast for the next several years— through 2004. We want to thank all of the
representatives of the various departments, committees and commissions for the efforts they
made to carefully consider their capital needs and prepare information to enable the HCNC to
bring the combined needs to you, the residents of Hampstead, for your consideration. The
various committees' participation in this process is an indication that the department heads want
you to be better informed.
The information provided in this report is not a "cast in concrete" time line of expenditures.
Instead, it is an unfinished work that is being molded and shaped continuously. This report
shows the current "best guess" as to when each of the forecasted items will be brought to the
Town for consideration as a part of the operating budget, a Warrant Article or other Town
Meeting action.
This year's report will not include the graphs as previously presented to provide additional space
in the Town Report for the 250"^ Committee's expanded report. The graphs will be available to
view in the Town Office Building, as well as in each of the complete report packages.
The HCNC appreciates the cooperation each department has contributed in making this report
possible. Without their assistance and participation in this process, we would not be able to
provide this planning document for the town.
As in the past, copies of the entire Hampstead Capital Improvements Plan (all of the individual
backup planning forms and plans) will be available for your review at the Library, Selectmen's
Office, The Town Clerk's Office, the Planning Board and the Budget Committee offices. Ifyou
have any questions, please contact one of the HCNC members.
Respectfully submitted January 25, 1999,
Doug Gootee, Chairman (329-1 1 10)
Brian Condon (329-7311)
Brian Shuman (382-1581)
Jo P. Welch (382-4167)
Mary White (329-5789)
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1993 - 1998 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM REQUESTS
DEPARTMENT/PROGRAM FINANCE 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 TOTAL
METHOD ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL
CABLE TV COMMITTEE
CATV STUDIO OF $0.00
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
LAND PURCHASE OF $5.00 $25.00 $25.00 $55.00
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION FUND CRF $0.00
LAND PURCHASE (FLETCHER) OF $9.22 $9.22
FIRE/RESCUE
FIREHOUSE BOND (1995) GOB $43.38 $40.67 $37.87 $121.92
CLASS A PUMPER OF $0.00
RESCUE VEHICLE CRF $25.00 $25.00 $40.00 $90.00
COMPUTER OF $0.00
UTIUTY TRUCK OF $45.00 $45.00
REPLACEMENT WATER TANK OF $16.00 $16.00
WATER SUPPLY VEHICLE (1998) CRF $70.00 $70.00
E. HAMPSTEAD FIRE STATION OF $30.00 $30.00
UBRARY
BUILDING CAPITAL RESERVE CRF $250.00 $250.00
STORAGE BUILDING OF $0.00
ADA DOOR AND VARIOUS LIGHTING OF $5.00 $5.00
FINISH 2ND FLOOR CRF $25.00 $25.00
POUCE DEPARTMENT
POUCE CRUISER(S) OF $14.60 $16.79 $16.50 $19.00 $19.00 $19.00 $104.89
$561.30 $536.30 $511.30 $486.30 $461.30
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
BALL FIELD IMPROVEMENT OF $3.00 $3.00
MEMORIAL GYM LIGHTS OF $5.00 $5.00
TENNIS COURTS OF $42.00 $42.00
REPAIR MEMORIAL GYM FLOORING* OF $5.00 $5.00
REPAIR MEMORIAL GYM ROOF OF $11.00 $11.00
DEPOT ROAD FIELD COMPLEX OF $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $300.00
ROAD AGENT
INSTALL STREET UGHTS OF $1.50 $1.50
SANDERS WA $10.25 $12.00 $22.25
PAVING & RECONSTRUCTION OF $215.09 $50.00 $265.09
WASTE OIL FURNACE WA $7.35 $7.35
SCHOOL BOARD
DISTRICT MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT OF $7.30 $7.30
HCS ADDITION BOND (1997) GOB $394.05 $374.00 $353.33 $332.33 $310.88 $1,764.59
HCS BUILDING RENOVATIONS OF $30.00 $49.70 $70.00 $149.70
HCS MODULAR FACILITY OF $48.00 $48.00
HCS BACKUP BOILER OF $12.50 $12.50
MIDDLE SCHOOL ADDITION PH 2 GOB $67.47 $318.72 $302.99 $289.91 $279.32 $1,258.41
HMS FIELD RECONSTRUCTION OF $15.00 $15.00
HMS GYM VENTILATION OF $20.00 $20.00
TECHNOLOGY PLAN OF $40.00 $40.00
HMS SEWERAGE PUMP/CONTROL OF $10.00 $10.00
HMS DIESEL FUEL TANK OF $10.00 $10.00
HMS RENOVATE ROOMS 110 and 111 OF $20.00 $20.00
HMS REMOVBREPLACE FLOORING OF $54.00 $54.00
HCS RENOVATE SPACEfflMS ADA RSTRM OF $20.00 $20.00
HCS LIGHTING IMPROVEMENTS OF $5.00 $5.00
SELECTMEN
RENOVATE TOWN HALL OF $182.00 $150.00 $332.00
RESTORE OLD MEETING HOUSE OF $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 $75.00
ORDWAY PARK IMPROVEMENTS $20.00 $20.00
GROUNDS EQUIPMENT (DUMP TRUCK) OF $28.00 $28.00
TOWN SHARE OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS OF $17.50 $17.50
PRESERVATION OF TOWN RECORDS OF $5.00 $5.00
TOWN GARAGE WASTE OIL FURNACE OF $7.35 $7.35
tdtAL tAk iMt^AdT $994.34 $1,317.23 $1,575.72 $1,580.37 $1,472.09 $1,020.32 $5,403.57
1
FINANCE METHOD: GOB = GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS
CRF = CAPITAL RESER\/E FUND
i
OF = OPERATING FUNDS (General Budget Item or Separate Warrant Article)
• Repair of Gym Flooring was an addition to the operating budget from ttie floor during Town Meeting |
j
NOTE: ALL FIGURES ARE IN THOUSANDS
j
"Actual" indicates dollars approved by the voters - NOT the actual amount spent.




1999 - 2004 CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM REQUESTS
DEPARTMENT/PROGRAM FINANCE 1999 4 2000 1 2001 2002 2003 2004 TOTAL
METHOD PROPOSED^ PROPOSED] PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED PROPOSED
CABLE TV COMMITTEE
NO CURRENT CAPITAL NEEDS $0.00
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
LAND PURCHASE (2001:$100.0) WA $25.00 $25.00 $25.00 $75.00
CONSERVATION
LAND PURCHASE RESERVE (1999-2003:$7S.O) WA $15.00 $15.00 $15.00 $15.00 $15.00 $75.00
FIREfftESCUE
WATER SUPPLY VEHICLE (1996-1999:$220.0^ CRF $150.00 $150.00
LADDER TOWER (2004:$500.0) CRF $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $500.00
CENTRAL STATION ADDITION (2002:$175.0) CRF $75.00 $50.00 $50.00 $175.00
LIBRARY
FINISH 2ND FLOOR (2002:$425.0) CRF $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $100.00 $400.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
POLICE CRUISER(S) OF $20.50 $20.50 $20.50 $20.50 $20.50 $20.50 $123.00
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
DEPOT ROAD FIELD EXPANSION (2000-2006:$75.0) WA $25,00 $25.00 $25.00 $75.00
SKATE PARK (1999-2001 :$45.0) WA $30.00 $10.00 $5.00 $45.00
ROAD AGENT
STORAGE DOME (2000:$90.0) WA $90.00 $90.00
SCHOOL BOARD
HIS - NEW FACILITY (1999-2009:$5,988.0) GOB $125.00 $548.80 $523.80 $498.80 $473.80 $448.80 $2,619.00
HMS ADDITION BOND (1995-2004:$2,632.2) GOB $269.36 $258.99 $248.26 $232.46 $221.62 $210.58 $1,441.27
HCS LIGHTING IMPROVEMENTS (1 998-1 999:$1 0.0) OF $5.00 $5.00
HCS PAVEMENT REPAIR (1999:$10.0) OF $10.00 $10.00
HCS ASBESTOS PROJECT (1999:$21.0) OF $21.00
HMS PARKING LOT (1999:$50.0) OF $50.00 $50.00
HMS REMOVE/REPLACE CEILING TILES (1999:S6.0) OF $6.00 $6.00
HMS UPGRADE SOCCER FIELD (1999:$17.0) OF $17.00 $17.00
HCS RENOVATE NURSE'S OFFICE (2000;$15.0) OF $15.00 $15.00
HCS REPLACE SOUTH WING FLOORING (2000:$9.0) OF $9.00 $9.00
HCS REPLACE BLACKBOARDS (2000:$16.0) OF $16.00 $16.00
HMS LIGHTING IMPROVEMENTS (2000:$5.0) OF $5.00 $5.00
HMS RENOVATE MAIN BOrS RESTRM (2000:$15.0) OF $15.00 $15.00
HCS VINYL SIDING (2001:$4.0) OF $4.00 $4.00
HCS CLASSROOM CARPETS (2001-2002:$30.0) OF $15.00 $15.00 $30.00
HMS REPLACE LOCKERS (2001:$20.0) OF $20.00 $20.00
HMS PARKING LOT LIGHTING (2001 :$1 5.0) OF $15.00 $15.00
HMS CONSTRUCT BASEBALL FIELD (2001:$50.0) OF $50.00 $50.00
HMS EMERGENCY GENERATOR (2002:$25.0) OF $25.00 $25.00
HMS CONSTRUCT SOCCER FIELD (2002:$50.0) OF $50.00 $50.00
HCS RENOVATE TEACHER'S ROOM (2003):$10.0) OF $10.00 $10.00
HMS REPLACE CAFETERIA DIVIDER (2003:J20.0) OF $20.00 $20.00
' HMS REPLACE GYM BLEACHERS (2003:$75.0) OF $75.00 $75.00
HCS REBUILD RETAINING WALL (2004:$20.0) OF $20.00 $20.00
HCS RENOVATE LOBBY RESTROOMS (2004:$20.0) OF $20.00 $20.00
HCS REPLACE BACKBOARDS (2004:$2.5) OF $2.50 $2.50
HCS REPLACE EAST WING SHADES (2004:$15.0) OF $15.00 $15.00
HMS RENOVATE GIRLS RESTROOM (2004:$20.0) OF $20.00 $20.00
SELECTMEN
OLD LIBRARY RESTORATION (1999:$13.0) OF $13.00 $13.00
PRESERVATION OF RECORDS (1996-1999:$65.0) CRF $18.00 $18.00 $18.00 $18.00 $72.00
TRAFFIC LIGHT FOR EAST ROAD AT 111 (2000:$20.0) WA $20.00
INSTALL ELEVATOR - TOWN OFFICE BLDG (2004:$60.0) WA $60.00 $60.00
SOLID WASTE
NO CURRENT CAPITAL NEEDS $0.00
TOTAL CAPITAL NEEDS $874.86 il,366i9 $1,234.56 $1,149.76 $935.92 $917.38 $6,437.77
INDEX -1.44% i.Mo -0.99% -0.64% -1.63*/i -0.14%
FINANCE METHOD: GOB = GENERAL OBLIGA
"CRF = CAPITAL RESERVE
TION BONDS
EFUND
OF = OPERATING FUNDS (General Operating Budget)
WA = V\/ARRANT ARTICLE
1
INDEX: ASSUMING ALL DEPARTMENT BUDGETS REMAIN C
THIS IS THE EFFECT OF THE CAPITAL NEEDS ON Th
DNSTANT-















P.O. BOX 78 • HAMPSTEAD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03841
TEL. 603/329-5700 • FAX 603/329-4990
I HEREBY SUBMIT THE FOLLONXTNG REPORT OF THE H.\MPSTEi\D POLICE
DEPARTMENT TO YOU, THE RESIDENTS AND TAXPAYERS OF H.\MPSTEAD
YOUR DEPARTMENT WELCOMED TWO ADDITION,^ FULL-TIME OFFICERS
DURING THE YEAR OF 1998. OFICER MATT WOODMAN BECAME FULL-TIME IN
JANUARY AND WAS FOLLOWEID BY OFFICER JOHN FRAZIER IN APRIL. BOTH MEN
GIL\DUATED FROM N.H. POLICE STANDARDS AND TRAINING ACADEMY AND
.\RE CERTIFIED FULL-TIME POLICE OFFICERS.
MAJOR CRIME SHOWED A REMARKABLE DECREASE AS BURGLARIES DROPPED
0\^R 50% AND THEFTS DECREASED 35%,
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS DROPPED FROM 124 TO 113 AND SHOWED 28
INJURED AGAINST 39 LAST YEAR. THERE WAS H0WE\T;R, ONE FAT.\LIT\', THE
S.\ME AS L.\ST ^TIAR.
OFFENSES AGAINST PERSONS INCREASED SUBSTANTL\LLY WITH ASSAULTS UP
FROM 1 TO 6 .AND DOMESTICS FROM 34 TO 43. ACTS OF VANDALISM DECREASED
BY 1/3 AS A RESULT OF ADDED NIGHT PATROLS IN RESIDENTL\L AREAS.
7\RRESTS WERE UP FROM 51 TO 75.
THE YEAR PROV'ED TO BE A STR.\IN ON YOUR POLICE DEPARTMENT AS FULL-
TLME OFFICER AHIE WAS OUT VCTTH A BROKEN ARM FOR ABOUT 15 W^EKS .\ND
FULL-TLME OFFICER WHITING WAS SIDELINED FOR 0\^R FOUR MONTHS. THEIR
SHIFTS WERE CO\^RED G\P.\BLY WITH THE USE OF PART-TIME OFFICERS WHO
FILLED IN WHILE STILL WORKING AT THEIR REGUL.\R JOBS. THIS SHOWS THE
DEDICATION OF .\LL THE MEN IN YOUR DEP.^RTMENT TO CONTINUE TO SERVE
YOU.
TIL\NKS TO .\LL THE TOW>J DEP.VRTMENTS AND DEPARTMENT HE.\DS FOR
YOUR HELP AND COOPER_\TION. M\' SPECL\L TIL\NKS TO .\LL M\' OFFICERS
WHO GAVE SO UNSELFISHLY OF THEIR TLME TO FILL THE \'OID CREATED BY
SICKNESS AND INJURY IN ORDER TO MAKE HAMPSTEAD A BETTER .\ND S.\FER
PL.\CE IN WHICH TO LR^.
U>.^,^^ ;i^,t,^ 5k
Patrolman Matt Woodman Patrolman Don McGlew
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Patrolman John Frazler
Hampstead Board of Adjustment Report - 1998
During 1 998 the board heard requests for 40 special exceptions, including 5 for seasonal
conversion and 5 for home occupations. 38 were granted - 2 were denied.
Also the board heard 7 requests for variances. 6 were granted - 1 was denied.
The board heard 5 requests for equitable waivers of dimensional requirements. All were granted.
And the board held 1 rehearing which resulted in the board upholding their original decision.
This was the first year in my recent memory that we have had a full board, five regular and three
alternate members. On behalfof the Town, I would like to all the members for volunteering for
this very important and sometimes difficult endeavor.
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin L. Camm, Chairman
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Historic District Commission
Another year has passed with the Meeting House being a very busy area. Restoration has
continued and is now finished, with only painting to be done in time for the 250'^ celebration.
Our annual Ecumenical Thanksgiving Service was held on November 22, with the Meeting House
filled to capacity. Thanks to all the clergy attending, and special thanks to Reverend Robert
Dobson for his organizational skills.
This has been a sad year for the commission, as we lost two of our members. Elsie Carideo, a
long time member, passed away in December. A memorial service was held in the Olde Meeting
House on December 5. She will be sadly missed by the Town of Hampstead and her many
friends.
We received donations in Elsie's memory, so that the fund has increased to over $3600.00 and
will be used to renovate the Meeting House.
Muriel Gorton, another long time member, has moved to a nursing home and is no longer able to
participate. We thank her for all her services and wish her well.
The Selectmen have appointed Maurie Worthen to fulfill Elsie Carideo's position, and Tom Frank,
who has been an alternate member, to fill Muriel Gorton's position. We welcome both as full-
time Commission members and know we will continue to be an enthusiastic group.
Another project of ours is the Historic Library Building, where we are presently putting a
handicap ramp on back of the building, and when completed will be removing the ramp from the
front and replacing it with steps as near to the original design as possible.
The Historical Society is going to have this building open as a museum during the 250^*^
celebration.
Maurice I. Randall, Chairman
Hampstead Historic District Commission
Historic District Commission
Seated: Maurice Randall - Priscilla Lindquist -Tom Verrill
Standing: Joseph Guthrie - Thomas Frank
Not Pictured: Muriel Gorton - Carolyn Rockwell
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250th Anniversary Committee
This past year has been a busy one, with preparation for our celebration.
An Anniversary Ball was held on January 16, hosted by the Mothers Club, at the Granite Rose. It
was a huge success and enjoyed by all. There will be several other events going on this spring,
leading up to the main celebration that will take place from July 31 to August 8. During that
week, there will be parades, fireworks, exhibitions, etc. We hope you will all enjoy and
participate.
The Historical Society has begun setting up the Historic Library Building as a museum and will
welcome any Hampstead memorabilia anyone is will to donate.
I wish to thank ail the committees and members for their dedication, enthusiasm and hard work
in helping to bring this all together.
See you all at the celebration!
Maurice I Randall, Chairman
250* Anniversary Committee
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HAMPSTEAD FIRE /RESCUE DEPARTMENT
17 Little's Lane, Hampstead New Hampshire 03841
1998 REPORT TO THE TOWN
This year we celebrated 60 years of service to the Town of
Hampstead. As you can see from the summary of calls answered by
the men and women of Hampstead Fire Rescue during our Anniversary
Year, they vvere varied and many. Our members expend a significant
amount of their personal time to attend the necessary training to
become certified in fire fighting and medical skills to serve the
townspeople. Most of this time is still uncompensated monetarily,
however in the true spirit of volunteerism. They are rewarded in
knowing that they have helped another in their time of need. The
Board of Engineers could not operate the department without this
support and we thank the members.
Reverend Robert Dobson has been the Fire Department Chaplain
for more than a decade. His assistance with us in helping families
during times of personal injury and loss are invaluable. We will miss
his comforting words and hugs as he enters into a well deserved
retirement.
An example of the dedication of the members is the complete
renovation of the East Hampstead Fire Station that was completed in
late spring. Engine 1 was moved to Central Station during the
construction. The work was performed in a short period of time
because of the need to maintain fire protection for the East side of
Town while the work was being done. The entire roof and doors were
removed in order to raise the existing walls four feet higher to provide
more clearance for modern apparatus. Roof trusses were installed
with new roofing, insulation and a sheet rock ceiling. All old wiring and
lighting were replaced and a new fire alarm system now protects the
building and equipment. The overhead door had a new panel added at
the top to provide the twelve-foot clearance needed. The exterior has
been re-done to make the station complement the "Peak" area of East
Hampstead. Out members are proud to have been a part of this
project.
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The voters of Hampstead will be asked to raise the money to
replace Engine 1 once again this year, it is imperative to our fire
protection to replace equipment, as it becomes old and obsolete.
Engine 1 was purchased in 1975 and will not at this time pass the
complete Underwriters Water Flow Test, it just is not capable of
pumping enough water.
Please vote the funds to replace this truck. Engine 1.
Training and continuing education are important to keep the
members sharp and ready to serve. Beyond this, we conduct a Fire
Prevention Program for the school children each year. This year more
than 1200 young people participated from the schools, kindergartens
and day care centers.
Looking to the coming year, we will be considering changes to
our communication system, the de-watering equipment and general
maintenance.
We are proud to share in the spirit of this community and look





WOODS OR OUTSIDE FIRES 18
CAR FIRES 6
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS 57
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL INCIDENTS 3
SERVICE CALLS
ODOR INVESTIGATIONS 8










Report of Town Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact your local
Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Violations
of RSA 227-L:17, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are
misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000.00 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all
fire suppression costs.
There are ten forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands,
Forest Protection Bureau. State Forest Rangers are available to assist communities with forest fire
suppression, prevention and training programs as well as the enforcement of forest fire and timber harvest
laws. If you have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at 271-
2217.
There are 2,400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens throughout the state. Each
Town has a Forrest Fire Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire
suppression, prevention and law enforcement. Early in 1998 we experienced an ice stonn, which caused
severe damage to forests of New Hampshire. This damage created greater potential fire hazard as well as
safety hazards to may areas of the state. Your local fire warden and Forest Rangers need your assistance
in preventing wildfires in these hard hit areas and throughout the State. If you need assistance or
information dealing with ice damaged woodlands, please call 1-800-444-8978.
The State of New Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3 contract aircraft
patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick response from local fire departments.
This is a critical factor in controlling the size of wild land fires and keeping the loss of property and
suppression costs as low as possible.
1998 FIRE STATISTICS
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRE REPORTED
Belknap 44 Smoking 59
Carroll 89 Debris Burning 38
Cheshire 67 Campfire 29
Coos 18 Power Line 14
Grafton 43 Railroad 9
Hillsborough 232 Equipment Use 24
Merrimack 108 Lightening 16
Rockingham 121 Children 95











TOTAL FIRES 798 Rekindle 43
TOTAL ACRES 442.86 Disposal of Ashes 19




Kerry Clark, Deputy Warden 329-5407
Steve Flynn, Deputy Warden 329-5176
Will Warnock Deputy Warden 329-7142
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1999 Town Warrant - Town of Hampstead, NH
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampstead in the County of Rocl<ingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hampstead Middle School in said Hampstead on the following dates and
hours for two (2) SEPARATE SESSIONS .
FIRST SESSION - Friday, February 5, 1999
At seven o'clock (7:00) in the evening, for the purposes of explanation, discussing, and debate of all of the follow-
ing proposed Warrant Articles:
[NOTE: ALL WARRANT ARTICLES, including the proposed Budget, but excluding those relating to the election of
Town Officers and proposed Zoning Amendments may be amended at this First Session AND ONLY AT THIS FIRST
SESSION ]
SECOND SESSION - Tuesday, Tuesday, March 9, 1999
At eight o'clock (8:00) in the AM to elect all Town Officers, by Official Ballot, to vote on questions required by law
to be inserted on the Official Ballot, and to vote on all Warrant Articles AS AMENDED AT THE FIRST SESSION .
[NOTE: THERE WILL BE NO EXPLANATION, DISCUSSION, OR DEBATE OF ANY WARRANT ARTICLE AT
THE SECOND SESSION, AND NO ARTICLE MAY BE AMENDED. All voting will be by secret, written Official Ballot only.
The polls will remain open 12 hours between the hours of eight o'clock (8:00) in the AM and eight o'clock (8:00) in the
PM.]
Warrant Articles:
1. TO CHOOSE ALL NECESSARY TOWN OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR ENSUING .
2. To amend the Hampstead Zoning Ordinance [Commercial & Occasional Sales]
1
.
To amend the definition of "commercial" in Article 1-4 to read as follows:
"Commercial" or "Commercial Use" shall mean the sale or offering
for sale of any product or service as permitted in the applicable
zone, when engaged in on a continuing basis, and when the product
sold or offered for sale is not an "occasional sale".
2. Add to Definitions in Article 1-4: "Occasional Sales" are defined as:
a) the offering for sale of not more than one motor vehicle [which
must be owned by the owner (or his/her spouse) of the lot on
which the vehicle is offered for sale]; or
b) the holding of a yard sale, garage sale, barn sale, basement sale,
or similar sales may be held three times a year , not to exceed
three days each occurrence, with a permit from the Office of Code
Enforcement.
3.A permit for each tower will be granted only on the condition
that the owner of said tower make space available to at least 3
other companies, including competitors, to place antennas
thereon for standard market fees unless it can be demonstrated
that such antenna will electronically interfere with existing
antenna.
E. Height
The total height of any tower plus any antenna thereon shall not
exceed 199 feet, in the aggregate, above ground level.
7. Shall the Town raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by special warrant
articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for
the purposes set forth therein, totaling $ 2,677,521.76? Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall
be $2,628,834.50, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the
Town or by law or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised operating budget only."
Note: This warrant article (operating budget) does not include special warrant articles 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, & 19.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
8. To hear reports of Auditors and Committees and to act thereon.
9. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of non-money personal prop-
erty which may be offered to the town for any public purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The Selectmen must
hold a public hearing before accepting any such gifts, if any such gift exceeds $500 in value, and the accep-
tance shall not bind the town to raise, appropriate, or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance,
repair, or replacement of any such personal property.
This authorization shall remain in effect until rescinded by a subsequent vote of the town.
10. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept, on behalf of the town, gifts, lega-
cies, and devises made to the town in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19 without further ac-
tion of the town.
This authorization shall remain in effect until rescinded by a subsequent vote of the town.
11. To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing the library trustees to accept
gifts of personal property, other than money, which may be offered to the library for any public purpose, provided,
however, that no acceptance of personal property by the library trustees shall be deemed to bind the town or the
library trustees to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance repair or replace-
ment of such personal property, and provided that for any gift over $5,000.00 in value, the trustees shall hold a
public hearing.
Special Warrant Article
12. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Twenty Thousand dollars
($220,000 00) to purchase a new fire truck. Only One Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars ($150,000.00) is to come
from general taxation, and to authorize the withdrawal of Seventy Thousand dollars ($70,000.00) plus accrued
interest from the Capital Reserve fund created for this purpose.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 2000.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
13. To see if the town will vote to allow the Selectmen to hire a full-time Town Coordinator, and to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $39,000.00 as a maximum salary amount, and to include any and all employment bene-
fits. The purpose of the Town Coordinator shall be conduct studies and investigations, make recommenda-
tions to the Selectmen, and prepare reports, budgets and similar documents for review and action by the Se-
lectmen and to coordinate town agency activities.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 2000.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
No Recommendation by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Individual Warrant Article
14. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy Five Thousand Dollars ($75,000.00)
to purchase land for an additional cemetery. On// $25,000.00 to come from general taxation and to authorize
the town to use and expend Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) appropriated in 1997 and 1998 for that pur-
pose.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
15. To see if the town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35; 1 for the pur-
pose of purchasing a fireproof modular storage vault for town records in the Town Office building and to raise and
appropriate the sum of Eighteen Thousand Dollars ($18,000.00) to be placed in this fund.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Not recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Special Warrant Article
16. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate up to $30,000.00 (thirty thousand dollars) to be combined
with a donation of $10,000.00 from Richard and Susan Keiley and fundraising monies and expended for the pur-
pose of constructing a skate park on town-owned recreational land, map 7, parcel 46. Submitted by the Recrea-
tion Commission. (Estimated total cost is $50,000.00.)
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31, 2000.
No recommendation by the Board of Selectmen
Not recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
Warrant Article
17. Shall we adopt the provision of RSA 79-A;25-a to account for revenues received from the (Current Use) Land
Use Change (Penalty) Tax in a fund separate from the General Fund? Any surplus remaining in the Land (Cur-
rent) Use Change (Penalty) Tax fund shall not be part of the General Fund until such time as the Legislative body
(Town Meeting) shall have had the opportunity at an annual meeting to vote to appropriate a specific amount from
the Land (Current) Use Change (Penalty) Tax fund for any purpose not prohibited by State law or by the Constitu-
tion of the State. After an annual Meeting any unappropriated balance of the Land (Current) Use Change (Pen-
alty) Tax revenue received during the pnor fiscal year shall be recognized as General fund revenue for the current
fiscal year.
18. If Warrant Article 17 passes, to see if the voters will vote to place 35% of the revenue of all future payments
collected pursuant to this chapter in the Conservation Land Purchase Fund in accordance with NH Revised Stat-
utes Annotated 79A:7, to be deposited in the Conservation Fund at the time of collection.
Article 17 and 18 recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Special Warrant Article
19. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00)
to add to the Capital Reserve fund established toward completion of the 2""^ floor of the Library.
This article shall be non-lapsing until December 31 , 2000.
No recommendation by the Board of Selectmen
Recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
20. Pursuant to NHRSA 47:17, to see if the town will vote to enact the following by-law to replace the by-law voted
in Article 36 of the 1 983 warrant;
1. Definitions:
As used herein, the following definition shall apply:
1
.
"Person" shall mean any human being, or any juristic person or legally recognized business or charitable
entity or associates, including any corporation, association, sole proprietorship, partnership and or/or joint
venture.
2. Any person who owns and/or maintains and/or is responsible for a fire or burglar alarm system located
within the Town of Hampstead and who causes or permits such alarm to ring, or blow, or in any other way
becomes activated such as to elicit unnecessary responses from the town's Police and/or Fire Depart-
ments more than three (3) times in any six (6) month period shall thereafter reimburse the town for costs
in the amount of $50.00 for each such unnecessary response over and above three (3) which occurs
within any such six (6) month period.
3. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
21. To see if the town will vote to accept a donation in lieu of taxes from Eli and Bessie Cohen Foundation
Camps, such donations to be not less than Seven thousand Dollars ($7,000.00).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Special Warrant Article
22. By petition. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00)
to purchase and install an automated irrigation (sprinkler) system on the athletic fields at the Depot Road Field
Complex.
No recommendation by the Board of Selectmen
Not recommended by the Budget Committee (Advisory only)
23. To see if the town will vote to encumber the following parcels of town-owned land with a conservation ease-
ment, thereby restricting their use to conservation/recreational/trail purposes and uses. All parcels are near or
abut existing conservation land.







These parcels are in the area known as Darby Brook Conservation Area.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
24. To see if the town will vote to accept McGregor Drive as described on plan #D-25538.
25. To see if the Town will vote to accept Marilyn Park Drive as described on plan #D-24372.
26. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 674:40-a to authorize the local governing body (the Selectmen) to ac-
cept any dedicated street, only if the street corresponds in its location and lines with a street shown on a subdivi-
sion plat or site plan approved by the planning board, or on the official map, or on a street plat made and adopted
by the board?
Given under our hands and seal, this 25Jh^day of January, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
ninety-nine. / // /7 y //.,
16 2 The end of Nelson Ave. Yes
16 3 Abuts 16-26 near Nelson
Ave. on Plaistow line
No
16 26 On Hadley Road (discont.)
near Nelson Ave.
Yes
16 31 Near end of Country Road No
17 48 Along Kelly Brook near Yes
/dcy^^^










STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: HAT/|pc;TFAn
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue (or tlie Ensuingf Year January 1, 1999 to December 31, 1999
or Fiscal Year From
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicaLle to all municipalities.
1. Use this fonn to list tlie entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This
means the operating hudget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the hudget must he posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on
file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the above address.
DATE: January 21. 1999
GOVERNING ROPY (SELECTMEN)
Please sign in ink.






HARR. Prior Yaar Aa
ART . » Approved hy DRA
Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
Expandituroa ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Prior Year (PxccmzKDED) (mot recomehdex))
GENERAL GO\^RNMENT xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4130-<139 Ex«cutiv« in .Ris.nr 110,037.81 ISO. 435. nn
4140-4149 Eloction,R»<j.£ Vital Statistics 85,000.0C 78,935.79 89. sin. 00
4150-4151 Financial Ajtainistration 41,050.0C 40,007.42 39.645.00
4152 Ravalaation of Prcrpartv 35,O0O.OC 35,333.60 35,000,00
4153 L«9al Expansa 21.000.00 7,095.67 ii;ooo;oo
4155-4159 P«rsonn«l Xj±!>ini8tration 86,800.0( 102,718.24 92,500.00
4191-4193 Planning £ Zoning 144, 595. OC 166,453.32 152,065.00
4194 G«n«ral Gov«rTia«nt Buildinas 129,100.01 113,228.67 137,850.00
4195 C«9«tari«« 20,355.0C 14,723.81 20,095.00
4196 In8tiranc« 64,170.0( 69,361.60 74,000.00
4197 Advwrtiaing £ Rational Assoc. ^.qi3.n( 5.913.nn 6,374.00
4199 Othar Ganoral Govsmaant
PL'BUC SAFETY' XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4210-4214 Poliea 334,100.01; 358,762.86 363,010.00
4215-4219 Ashulanca 25.000.0( 25,000.00 25,000.00
4220-4229 Fira : 5 1 Qon ni 156,829.00 186,320.00
4240-4249 S-uilding Inspaction
429D-4255 E=en7«ncv Manaaeaent
4299 Othar (Includino Co=unJ.cations)
AIRPORT/AMATION CENTER xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
4301-43^9 Xirport Ocarations
HIGHWAYS & STREETS XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4311 AAiini strati on
4312 Hi<yhvay» £ Straats - „ ^ „ _ „ r^^ ^84,918.47 525.830.00
4313 BriiiTas
431S Straat Lichtir.g 30. coo. 00 28.640.0Q 30,000.00
4319 Othar
SANTTATION XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4321 ^Ministration
4323 Solid Waste Collaction :-7.c.-..- 5-0.554.50 363,945.75
4324 Solid Wasta Cirrosal




PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures
Acct# (RSA32;3.V) ART.ff Approved by DRA Prior Year
APPROPIUATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
(RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED),
SAhflTATION cont. xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4326-4329|3«»t«q« Coll. t Di»po««l t Other
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4331 Administration
4332 tfatar Servica*
4335-4339 Watar Traatmant, Consarv.E Othei
ELECIRIC XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4351-4352 Admin, and Oanaration
4353 Purchaaa Costa
4354 Elactric Cquipnant Maintananca
4359 Othar Elactric Costa
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4411 Administration
4414 Past Control 17,810.0( 17.254.17 24. 100. on
4415-4419 Raalth Aqancias £ Bosp. C Othar 44,500.0( 44.Aso.nn 44,529.0n
WELFARE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4441-4442 Adainiatration C Dlract Assist. 33.910.0C 27,790.80 34.000.00
4444 Intarqrovammantal Welfara Pymnti
4445-4449 Vandor Paymanta C Othar
CULTURE & RECREATION XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4520-4529 Parka t Racraation fiR.RQn Ci( 66,139.31 75,440.00
4550-4559 Library 17A.Siq.nf 174,519.00 184,813.00
4583 Patriotic Purposas 5.300. Of 4,656.30 5,800.00
4569 Othar Cultura t Racraation 6.Rin.n( 1,336.82 500.00
CONSERVATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4611-4612 Admin. £ Purch. of Nat. Rosourcoe R,A?n nr 6.079.25 5,460.00
4619 Othar Conaarvatlon
4631-4632 REDEVELOPMNT & HOUSING
4651-4659 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DEBT SERVICE xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4711 Princ- Lonq Tarn Bonds C Notaa
4721 Intarast-I/Onc7 Tarn Bonds C Notai






PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR-
Acctff (RSA 32:3.V) AKT.U
Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED);
DEBT SERVICE cont. XXXXXXXX3t xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
i4790-4799|Oth«r D«bt Sarvlca
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4901 I.and H .^fin.nnn.nn <^?s.nnn.nn
4902 (tachinary, Vahlclas C Equlpmant
12
22 19,350 17,924.60 7ri 0,000.00
4903 Buildlnqa 38,333.00 38,333.00
4909 Inprovananta Othar Than Bldija.
13
106. -585. 12 106.S8S.12 39 -non. on 3n.nnn.nn
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4912 To Spaelal Ravanua Fund
4913 To Capital ProjactB Fund





4915 To Capital Raaarva Fund 15 18,000.00 100,000.00
4916 To txp.Tr.Fund-axcopt #4917
4917 To Haalth Maint. Trust Funds
4918 To Nonaxpandabla Trust Funds
4919 To A^ancy Funds
SUBTOTAL 1
!
If you hav* a lioa Itaa of approprlatlona from aora than ona warrant articla, plaaaa uaa tha apaca balow to Idantify tha

















Spaclal warrant artldaa ara daflnad In RSA 32:3, VI, aa appropriatlona 1) in patltlonad warrant artlclaa; 2) approprlatlona
raiaad by bonda or notaa; 3) appropriation to a aoparata fund craatad purauant to law, auch aa capital raaarva funda or




PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures
Acct.# fRSA32:3,V) ART.ff Approved by DRA Prior Year
APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
(RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
4^n? T^-I^Q T>-.,r^1^ ^Tn.nnnnn $Tin,nnn nn
4909 Town Coordinator 13 39,000.00
4915 Vault 15 18,000.00
A2m y^karp Park _L6_ 30,000.00
jm^ Cap. Reserve-T.ihrarv 19 ?^-0"0-nn ^inn.nnn nn
4902 Irrigation System 21. 50,000.00
SUBTOTAL 2 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 7S7.onn.nn xxxxxxxxx
•INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES*
Individual" warrant artlclaa ara not nacaaaarlly tha aaoa aa "apaclal warrant artlclaa". Individual warrant artlclaa
might ba nagotlatad coat Itana for labor agraamanta or Itaiu of a ona tlma natura you wlah to addraaa Individually.
-^ 2 -™^^ A 5 fi
Appropriations Actual APPROPRIATIONS APPROPRIATIONS
PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS WARR. Prior Year As Expenditures ENSUING FY ENSUING FY
Acct.# (RSA32:3,V) ART.# Approved by DRA Prior Year (RECOMMENDED) (NOT RECOMMENDED)
4901 f^PTTiPtprv T.and 14 sn^nnn.nn ?s^nnn.nn
SUBTOTAL 3 RECOMMENDED xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 25,000.00 xxxxxxxxx
13
HB





Prior Year ENSUING YEAR
TAXES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3120 Land Uaa ChancTa Taxes 75,000.00 55.279.98 30,000.00
3ieo Raaldant Taxa*
31B5 Tlmb«r Taxas 300.00 ?..7fi^.31 1,000.00
3186 Paymont in Liau of Taxes
3189 Other Taxes 18,000.00 15,638.26 15,000.00
3190 Interest C Penalties on Dellnoruant Taxes 70,000.00 55.759.12 60,000.00
Inventory Penalties
Excavation Tax ($.02 cents per cu yd)
Excavation Activity Tax
UCENSES, PERMITS & FEES xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
Business Licenses C Pemits 50,000.00 33,820.00 35.000.00
htetor Vehicle Permit Fees 1,000,000.00 1,086,200.00 1.000.000.00
Building PTmlts 25,000.00 36,578.50 35.000.00
3290 Other Licenses, Permits C Fees
8, 000 . 00 11 . 139.50
10,000.00
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
3351 Shared Revenues 53.250.00 26^1. 7S6. fin 200,000.00
3352 Steals S Roons Tax Distribution 111.403.00
3353 Highway Block Grant 119.181.00 119.180.58 120.000. 00
3354 Hater Pollution Grant
3355 Housing (. Cosmunity Development
3356 State C Federal Forest Land Raimbursement
3357 Flood Control Reiinburseraent
3359
Recycling Grant
other (IncludlnQ Railroad Tax) 1,500.00
3379 FROM OTHER GOVERNMENTS
CHARGES FOR SERVICES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3401-3406 Income from Departments 175.000.00 288.617.57 200,000.00
3409 Other Charges
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3501 Sale of Municipal Property
3502 Interest on Investments 125,000.00 161.296.70 150,000.00
3503-3509 Other - Gifts 6,000.00 7,000.00 7,000.00
14











INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
3912 From Spocial Revenue Funds
3913 From Capital Proiects Funds





3915 From Capital Reserve Funds
3916 From Trust fi AQency Funds 2,000.00 2,300.00 2,000.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3934 Proe. from Long Term Bonds t Notes
Amts VOTED From F/B ("Surplus")
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to Reduce Taxes
TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDITS
'BUDGET SUMMAR>-
SUBTOTAL 1 Appropriations Recommended (from page 4) (Budget) 2,677.521.76
SUBTOTAL 2 Sp>ecial Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) 957 nnn nn
SUBTOTAL 3 "Individual" Warrant Articles Recommended (from page 5) 25,000.00
TOTAL Appropriations Recommended 2,?^'?, ^21. 7^
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues t Credits (from above , col^lmn 6)





Hampstead Recreation Commission Report for 1998
The Hampstead Recreation Commission(HRC) administers and supervises several of the
recreation programs and facilities available to the citizens of Hampstead. Members include:
Chairman Terry Pavlini, Don Simpson, Phil Torre, Nancy Davine, with Linda Sherman assuming a
membership with the resignation of Jan Santagate. The position of Recreation Director is held by
Charlene Flaherty. The HRC meets the third Monday of every month at 7:00 p.m. at Town Hall, and
the meetings are open to the public.
The third and final phase of the Depot Rd. field complex project was completed during
1998. The final phase consisted of a soccer field, an intermediate-sized baseball/softball field, and
an all-purpose baseball/softball field. The completion of this phase brings the total field count at the
complex to: three full-sized soccer fields, two baseball/softball fields, and approximately three acres
of practice and all-purpose areas. The total area for all of these fields is approximately twelve acres.
There is also parking for 154 vehicles.
The complex was in constant use during the spring, summer, and fall of 1998. With the
scheduled opening of the final phase set for September 1999, the usage is expected to increase
over 1998.
Continued responsible maintenance is planned to guarantee field quality. This
maintenance will insure continued enjoyment of the facility for the people of Hampstead.
The summer program for children was our major yearly activity, involving approximately
275 children, ages 6 through 13. Program sites were the Memorial Gym and the Hampstead Central
School. Some of the activities offered were:sports and arts and crafts. Special activities provided
were: a pizza party,a water carnival, a penny carnival, a time travel art day, a magic show, a lip
synch show, and Mardi Gras day. There were trips to the Town Beach, and several exciting field
trips, such as a roller skating and movie day, a bowling day, a Canobie Lake trip, a day at Water
Country, and a day at Pawtuckaway State Park.
Other programs offered were: a 4 week session of tennis lessons for children and adults,
and the Hampstead Junior Golf League for teens 13 to 16 years of age with six weeks of golfing at
The Fairways in Kingston.
The Town Beach was a popular spot on hot days. We're pleased to report that weekly
water testing showed that water quality generally remained very good this summer. The HRC
maintained and staffed the site from Memonal Day through Labor Day. Beach parking permits are
required and are available at the Town Clerk's Office in Town Hall. Fees are five dollars for
residents and twenty-five dollars for non-residents. The permits are valid for the year.
The Hampstead Memonal Gym was continually in use. Residents who wish to use the
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facility should call the Recreation Director for scheduling. Besides Civic Club basketball for children,
there are also men's league basketball, the fvlasters' basketball, volleyball, a womens' night, Civic
Club and CRA activities held on a regular basis.
The HRC's youth soccer school was very well attended, with younger children receiving
instruction the first two weeks, and older children the third. The campers had fun and sharpened
their skills under the direction of Coach Ray Flaherty and his assistants.
Once again Hampstead was proudly represented at the Hershey Track and Field events in
Rochester. Congratulations to the seventeen athletes who participated in the events.
Our NYSCA program for coaches continued to offer certification programs. 1st, 2nd, and
3rd year certification clinics were held in March, August, and November, with different sports being
addressed each time. Another clinic will be held in mid-March at Hampstead Middle School.
Softball, baseball, and T-ball will be featured along with the certification program. As of !999,
NYSCA has revised their program so that coaches will now only be required to attend ONE session
to become NYSCA members. They can continue membership through the mail after that to
maintain insurance protection.
The Annual Senior Citizens' Holiday Dinner was held in December and attended by nearly
180 of our seniors. In order to once again make this a community service-to-others project, we
returned to having this event at the Hampstead Middle School. The food was excellent and the
company convivial. Entertainment was provided by Joe Knight on the keyboard and by a choir
group under the direction of Cindy Verrill. Raffles were drawn by Miss Hampstead, Candace Shea.
We extend our thanks to all the business professionals and volunteers who helped to make the day
enjoyable: Hampstead Girl Scouts (set-up and decorations), the Leos (wnting Chnstmas cards), the
Civic Club (set-up and clean-up), the Skateboard park youth (clean-up), the Mothers' Club (22 pies
pledged), Key Bank, Family Bank, and Shop'n Save, and almost thirty Hampstead citizens
(servers).
The HRC must also thank the active members of our community who give of their time and








The year 1998 was a vet7 busy year because of the education funding questions, the need for a
new jail and many other issues. Unfortunately, the main problem of school funding was not
finalized, and is still the most critical item for the year 1999.
Three of our four Representatives will not return in 1999. Vivian Clark, Ed Putnam and Ken Grant
will replace Kevin Camm, Mark Cegelis and Joseph Guthrie. Neil Reardon will continue to
represent District 15.
We would like to express special thanks to Representative Camm for the extraordinary time and






1999 District #15 State Representatives
Ed M. Putnam 2nd - Neil J. Reardon
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Hampstead Budget Committee
The Town of Hampstead saw a significant increase in the School Budget for the 1998 - 1999 school year.
However, due to the hard work of the towns' various departments and additional revenues, residents
realized an increase of only about $0.46 in the tax rate instead of a much expected, larger jump.
The 1999 Hampstead town budget is showing a small increase over the default budget. Thanks to the
efforts of the Board of Selectmen and department heads, the budget is increasing approximately 1.8%.
This year the School Board is asking the people of Hampstead to approve the construction of a new school.
The Board has clearly demonstrated the need for more space based on the continued increase in student
population. Extremely low bond interest rates and the availability of school-owned land appears to be the
best, most cost-effective long-term solution. At the same time, the School Board has increased the 99-00
budget by only .7%.
As we look forward to the 250"' year of the Town of Hampstead, we would like to thank the various











In Memory of Gilman Bailey Buckland
We lost a special friend and dedicated meinnber of our committee last
fall. Gil understood the promise of a local park. He combined his vision
and enthusiasm with hard work. He researched site furnishings and
features, visited parks, and donated to park projects and events. It was
a privilege to work with him.
The comnittee voted to purchase a bench with an engraved plaque in
memory of Gil (he was head of our Park Bench Project). We'll install the
bench at the Depot Road end of the Commemorative Walkway near the
flagpole (Gil was planning to donate the flagpole in memory of his
mother, Maud Bailey Buckland). We received kind donations in memory of
Gil and put them towards the bench. The Buckland family has generously
pledged to see Gil's flagpole installed for the park opening August 1st.
1998 events included: March for Parks (which netted about $3500 -
too many kind donors to thank individually, except for Coupe De Ville vrtio
played for the walkers); the egg hunt (a beautiful day marred by
egg-hoarding adults); volunteer work days; bulb planting; the October
storystelling bonfire (thank you Mrs. Gallo, Clay Shaw, Kim Clark, the
Hampstead Fire Department, the National Junior Honor Society, the Boy
Scouts of Troop 33 and our anonymous witch); and a float in the Santa
Parade.
The National Junior Honor Society at the Middle School adopted our
park as a community service project this year. We appreciate their help
at the bonfire and look forward to their participation in March for Parks
on April 25 (the 10th anniversary of MFP coincides with the town's
250th). They'll also be part of the park dedication and family
concert/social August 1, and will help out at other events. Thank you.
We purchased a Child's Bench for the Children's Forever Garden.
Proceeds from the egg hunt and the bonfire were earmarked for the first
junior-size bench (it matches the full-size park bench). Additional
benches can be purchased as commemorative or memorial pieces.
P.J. Powers constructed a sign mini-shelter and bike rack as his
Eagle Scout project. He sought donations for materials and we voted to
provide the balance needed to help him create a special and durable
feature at the Main Street entrance. It was a pleasure to work with P.J.
and his team. The project fulfilled our specifications very well indeed!
Thank you P.J., donors, and helpers. Your craftsmanship looks terrific.
With the help of hard-digging volunteers, we planted 600 daffodils
October 4. 500 bulbs were purchased with money raised from March for
Parks, our Earth Day event in April. Committee member Ed Putnam donated
100 Mount Hood (white) daffodils. The digging was challenging this year
because we planted the bulbs next to stone walls and at the edge of tree
lines where we couldn't cultivate mechanically. Next year bulb planting
will be easier; we'll plant in prepared soil. Thanks to the 26 fall
planters, look for an extended spring display beginning soon.
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Ordway Park
The Hampstead Garden Club is designing a companion garden for the
commemorative walkway. They also will plant the park entrance area. We
appreciate their contributions to the park project and encourage everyone
to buy an engraved brick for the walkway and garden area.
Committee member Don Bernard (Dr. Granite) has put his hands and
back into rebuilding the stonewalls. His contribution is in memory of his
mother. Don's had numerous inquiries about hiring out as a stonemason,
but he really is a doctor by profession; stonewalls are his "recreational
art." His art adds up to a significant improvement (count the l.f.).
Rob Morris of Stake and Stone Farm is donating his professional
electrical services to the park project. He installed the power drop and
initial outlets in 1998 and will be wiring the pump system for our well.
Rob has also provided his green tractor and haywagon for March for Parks.
Proctor Wentworth set the town's new backhoe to work in moving the
tree stump piles. His assistance saved the town hauling and disposal
fees. The State of NH DOT (Division 6) is providing materials for a catch
basin on the outlet of the state's culvert. Our Road Agent will be
handling the installation when conditions allow this spring.
PSNH returned this summer to improve their line clearance work in
the wooded section of the park. We appreciate Bruce Fosburgh's time in
straightening out the mess left behind by the intial line work.
All other tree work has been donated. Many hours have been given to
the town for selective thinning, path cutting, stick and root clearing,
stone picking, and poison ivy control. In addition, equipment and labor
have been donated to cultivate the planting areas, remove stones and
boulders, remove stumps, cut in the drive and parking areas, break up and
remove concrete slabs (under the abandoned barbecue and the defunct
cistern, and the old flagpole base).
We installed a well and purchased a pump system, waterlines,
frost-free hydrants, and an in-ground pump chamber. Next on our list is
installation of these items; we need to finish the water lines to provide
water for the Hampstead Garden Club's special plantings and to water the
initial trees and plantings required.
This year's list also includes: install the initial trees; install
the flagpole; install the commemorative walkway and primary paths; sow
grass and wildflowers; finish the parking areas and drive; install
benches; work on the Children's and the Scent Gardens; install Violet's
Garden (funded); continue work on stone walls, drainage, and selective
thinning. We'd like to install the bonfire circle in time for next year's
October storytelling. Some of this work is required by the Consent
Decree. All of it is part of our long-range plan for our park "with walks
and settees to benefit the people of Hampstead."
We have limited funds and a lot of work to get done. We have plenty
of room for your participation; be part of something permanent that is
designed to benefit people of all ages and physical abilities.
The Ordway Park Committee
Friends of Ordway Park
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Hampstead Conservation Commission Annual Report
Over the years, the Conservation Commission has used this space to report on the year's
accomplishments; this year we'd like to celebrate the 250th by recalling the
accomplishments of the last twenty five years, one tenth of our town's historical period.
When the town was founded, and for hundreds of years afterwards, open space was not a
problem. During the height of the farming period the entire town could be viewed from
Osgood Hill on Stage Road or Smith Mountain by the Sandown line. It was one big field
parceled out by stone walls with forests restricted to areas unsuitable for agriculture like
the Darby Brook valley and the extensive Atlantic white cedar swamps on the north side
of town, as well as the occasional red maple swamp. But even areas that today are
known as red cedar swamps were known as "meadows" and were regularly cut for hay in
late summer. The wet areas around Hog Hill Pond on Route 1 1 1 west of Stage Road
were a communal pasture area for late summer, a fact which has complicated title
searches ever since.
When the permanent population of Hampstead started to boom recently in the seventies
and eighties, long time residents began to bemoan the loss of open space which they had
grown up taking for granted. The Conservation Commission became especially concerned
and, through the efforts of its dedicated members, the heart of the West Road
Conservation Area (WRCA) was acquired with a combination of Federal and local
fianding. At the same time, Mary Lou Williams, known today as a stalwart promoter of
hiking trails, began to acquire lands and establish conservation easements that directly
benefited and enlarged the WRCA.
A foresighted gift of land around the shingle mill on Darby Brook, that was conceived by
Russell Green and executed by Ralph Green and Virginia Duston, started the ball rolling
on the east side of town in the mid eighties. A generous offer by Fred and Sally Martel of
Central Street provoked a spurt of land acquisition in the late eighties and early nineties
that have made possible the acquisition of a good part of the beautifijl Darby Brook valley,
an area now known as the Darby Brook Conservation Area. These acquisitions have
involved some federal matching fijnds, but they would not have been possible without
generous town support and the public spirit of the above individuals as well as the
Hodgmans, the Browns, the Nelsons, the Joneses and the Fletchers
Another major area, now know as the Moore Forest, was begun with the generous gift of
fifty five acres of land off Westwood Drive by Dr. Raymond Moore. This largely hidden
tract of land became accessible with the purchase of an adjoining seventy four acres of
land known as the Randall Forest, which has public access from Quarry Road. Although
this land was purchased partly with ftjnds from the Land Conservation Investment
Program, the bulk of the matching fijnds came from Mary Lou Williams. This large area
also includes accessible Williams' land to one side, and is just starting to be discovered by
Hampstead residents for its cross country skiing and quiet solitude, right in the middle of
town.
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Other significant conservation areas include lands to the west of the Depot Road soccer
fields and some areas around Johnson Pond and the Sawmill Swamp, shared with
Atkinson. Gordon Brown is responsible for a significant gift in this area as was the
cooperation of Anthony Decesare.
A tremendous natural heritage is now in place for Hampstead residents to enjoy. It is the
envy of all the surrounding towns What remains to be done is to acquire some inholdings
to round out the boundaries and more importantly, to provide access to what we already
have. While most new subdivisions now provide foot access to adjacent conservation
lands, many older ones don't. While some of those access easements can be acquired
through the generosity of developers (as has been the case with Anthony Decesare, Dean
Howard and Robert Villella) others must be acquired by purchase. The conservation lands
that we now own can only be truly enjoyed by Hampstead residents when safe and
convenient access is provided.
Conservation land acquisition is not the only commission function of course. The
mundane processing of dredge and fill applications fills in the gaps between the more
heroic activities. In addition to helping to protect our water supplies, the commission
single-handedly replanted maple trees on Stage Road fi'om Emerson Avenue to Depot
Road, built bridge after bridge in the Darby Brook area (as did the Trails Committee in the
West Road area and the Randall Forest.) and it acquired Shop Pond Park. It works with
foresters to develop long term forest management plans. It works with the Highway
Department to build parking areas. It mows certain fields from time to time to maintain a
variety of habitat and views. And now it looks forward to bringing to the people what we
have through trails, maps, parking and access.
We appreciate the long years of service by our secretary, Barbara Camm, who has moved
up the professional ladder. Her efficiency and competence are remarkable. Thanks also to









Perambulation of the Town Bounds
One of the peculiar RSAs that make New Hampshire different is that which requires the Selectmen to
"perambulate the town bounds" every seven years with the selectmen of the surrounding towns.
Hampstead, being the oldest town amongst its neighbors (except for Kingston) has to notify and meet with
a selectman or delegate to perambulate and "renew" the town bounds. Failure to respond on the part of
the surrounding towns implies dire penalties; it's not clear that any fines have ever been collected.
The town bounds are letters carved on rocks of various sizes. H on one side, S on the other side along the
Sandown line, H on one side, P on the other side along the Plaistow line, etc. While some rocks are large
boulders that happened to lie along the surveyor's line of sight, others are substantial, typically elongated
rocks that have been moved and placed in a vertical positions at places where the bounds make a jog.
The archaic text describing the location of the bounds often refers to natural features that have long since
been obliterated or have rotted away. But that just adds to the challenge of finding them. This year Al
Maley set out to locate the bounds prior to the perambulation, and a project expected to take weeks
stretched into months. At long last, the vast majority of the bounds have been relocated, photographed
and "renewed." Special thanks are due to Fred Martel, Chuck Asliford, Jim Lavelle and Paul Carideo as
well as to many friendly residents for their help in locating these monuments to our past. Some photos of
interest are included here.













Atkinson - Island in Sawmill Swamp
-10-15 yds from water at south end
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Sandown. Near Shore of Beaver Pond
Atkinson - On Boulder Cove Road





Atkinson - Off West Road
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Births Registered in the Town of Hampstead

































































































































































































































































Births Registered in the Town of Hampstead
For Year Ending December 31, 1998
Date of Birth Place of Birth
September 16, 1998 Melrose, MA
September 17, 1998 Lawrence, MA
September 18, 1998 Lawrence, MA
October 7, 1998 Derry, NH
October 13, 1998 Mettiuen, MA
October 15, 1998 Derry, NH
October 19, 1998 Derry, NH
October 22, 1998 Derry, NH
October 23, 1998 Derry, NH
October 26, 1998 Boston, MA
October 29, 1998 Exeter, NH
October 29, 1998 Exeter, NH
November 9, 1998 Concord, NH
November 13, 1998 Methuen, MA
November 18, 1998 Exeter, NH
November 20, 1998 Nastiua, NH
November 26, 1998 Lowell, MA
December 4, 1998 Derry, NH
December 9, 1998 Derry, NH
December 10, 1998 Winchester, MA
December 1 1 , 1 998 Mettiuen. MA
December 11, 1 998 Mettiuen, MA
December 30, 1998 Derry, NH











































































H. Watson. Town Clerk
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Deaths Registered in the Town of Hampstead




































































































































William A R Gordon

































I hereby certify that the above return is correct, according to the best
of my knowledge and belief. Nancy H. Watson. Town Clerk
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Marriages Registered 2n the Town of Hampstead
































































































































































































































































































































Seated: Mary White - Beverly Goodridge




















Michael Gorham, Moderator 1999
Mary Stenson, Clerk 1999
George Stokinger, Treasurer 1999
ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Douglas B. McDonald
Dr. Mark R. Masterson
Thomas H. McDonald
Superintendent of Schools







The Hampstead School District is indeed fortunate to have had the services of Bob Little for the
past two decades as Principal of both the Central and Middle Schools.
Bob is not only an outstanding human being, but also the epitome of the professional educator.
His expertise and enthusiasm inspires those around him to give that little bit extra, which spells
success. Bob leaves behind a rich legacy of competence, respect, and affection.
The faculty, staff, and students will miss Bob and extend our very best wishes for many years of





The Hampstead School Board has been faced with
many challenges this year. Our prime
considerations have been to meet the goals of the
Strategic Plan and plan for future needs with full
knowledge that growth is the single most
influencing factor in determining our planning.
When the Strategic Plan was adopted in July of
1997, there were several key issues that were
brought forward from the community that became




Facility & Space Needs
Education Foundation
Curriculum
There were three curriculum goals for this last year;
the completion of the alignment of the curriculum
with the NH Frameworks program, the infusion of
critical and creative thinking into the curriculum, and
involvement with Hampstead's 250'^ Celebration
through an integrated curriculum approach. The
first goal was begun with a thorough study of the
Frameworks and the District's program, which
resulted in a prioritizing and alignment in some
program areas. To accomplish the second goal,
one third of the staff has been trained in the
application of critical and creative thinking
strategies. Through the curriculum committees,
implementation and coordination of these strategies
has been introduced into daily classroom lessons
with a sharing of experiences at faculty meetings.
This approach has also been extended to the third
goal by using the 250'^ Celebration to develop an
integrated curriculum approach.
Technology
The prime goals for this year were the incorporation
of technology across subject areas and to provide
students and staff with daily computer access. To
date, every Middle School classroom is now
equipped with three Internet ready computers.
Other achievements including the development of
technology handbooks for every staff member, staff
training during the summer and after school hours,
and continued free "Technology Workshops for
Novices" programs for Hampstead residents. In
addition, the Technology Department has
aggressively pursued and secured grants and
donations in excess of $100,000 to support
technology improvements.
Communications
The Strategic Plan emphasized the importance of
the need for communications to the community.
Improvement has occurred at all levels with
outstanding newsletters from both schools, use of
cable TV for special programs on the 250*
activities, and the monthly column in The Carriage
Towne News.
Facilities and Space Needs
Population growth is the most pressing planning
issue the town will be facing in the next five years.
With enrollment increases in town growing by 63%
over the last ten years and projected to increase by
11% in the next five years, we face extremely
limited space for meeting the needs of our students.
With our schools at 100% (HMS) and 125% (HCS)
capacity, we are facing continued escalating
enrollment. An extensive district wide survey that
was commissioned by the Board, (conducted by the
New England School Development Council) found
that our student enrollment had in 1997 exceeded
the district's space needs and will continue to do so.
To meet the long-term goals, the Board has
recommended the Building Bond ($5,988,000) for
the Hampstead Intennediate School. This building
would be ready for occupancy (350 students) in the
fall of 2000. On opening day, the school will be
90% full. During the 1999-2000 school year, while
the new building is under construction, we will be
making adjustments in space in the Middle School.
These adjustments include reallocation of space in
the library and cafeteria and increasing the
student/teacher ratios. In the event the school bond
not pass this year, the Board has included the
rental/purchase costs for a modular unit in the
proposed budget to "bridge" the space needs.
Education Foundation
A Hampstead Education Foundation has been
fonned and the necessary material filed with state
and federal agencies. Citizens will be asked to get
involved in our new Foundation.
The truly important business of the school happens
every day as children are challenged, helped and
encouraged by every one they come in contact with
inside and outside the schools. I want to
congratulate each of you who have taken the
opportunity to be an active contributor in helping all
our children learn. Thanks to all of the parents and





Report of the Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Douglas B. McDonald
It is a pleasure to submit my fourth annual
report. Funding education is one of the major
issues facing our state this year. In "Claremont
11", the New Hampshire Supreme Court held
"that the present system of financing public
elementary and secondary education in New
Hampshire is unconstitutional." The court
ruled that providing an "adequate education" is
"a duty of State government expressly created
by the State's highest governing document, the
State Constitution." The court further ruled that
"there is nothing fair or just about taxing a
home or other real estate in one town at four
times the rate that similar property is taxed in
another town to fulfill the same purpose of
meeting the State's educational duty.
Compelling taxpayers from property-poor
districts to pay higher tax rates and thereby
contribute disproportionate sums to fund
education is unreasonable. Children who live
in poor and rich districts have the same right to
a constitutionally adequate public education.
We hold, therefore,.... to the extent that the
property tax is used in the future to fund the
provisions of an adequate education, the tax
must be administered in a manner that is equal
in valuation and uniform in rate throughout the
State."
The court, recognizing the importance of local
control and the fact that many school districts
would want to provide educational programs
beyond the constitutionally required minimum,
ruled that "our decision does not prevent the
legislature from authorizing local school
districts to dedicate additional resources to
their schools or to develop educational
programs beyond that required for a
constitutionally adequate public education."
Hampstead falls somewhat in the middle of the
property rich and property poor towns.
Proposed Teacher Contract
This year the Hampstead School Board
reached a four-year agreement with the
Hampstead Education Association. The
teachers association made a major concession
in health insurance, agreeing to change
insurance carriers (a savings of $192,000 to
the School District in just the first year). The
contract increases the teacher work year by
three days over the life of the contract and
provides a competitive salary and fringe
benefits package. We in Hampstead are
fortunate to have a hard working dedicated
faculty and the contract will enable us to
continue to attract quality teachers to our
school system.
Facilities and Space Needs
In the report of the Chair, Mary White, and in
the report of the Assistant Superintendent, Dr.
Mark Masterson, they address the pressing
need for additional space for our rapidly
increasing school population. Our elementary
student population continues to rise and we
are in need of additional space to meet our
children's educational needs.
Dedicated Service
Robert Little, Principal of the Hampstead
Central School, is retiring after 21 years of
service to the community. During his tenure
the Hampstead schools have been recognized
statewide for excellence. We will all miss his
leadership and his commitment to the children
of Hampstead.
The legislature is in the process of finalizing a
solution to the "Claremont 11" decision. They
are considering a number of proposals and
hopefully will have resolved the issue prior to
the April, 1999, deadline. The question, of
course, is how will this impact taxpayers in
Hampstead. While it is too early to predict with
certainty, I believe, depending on the final
solution, that Hampstead will not be impacted
significantly one way or the other since
Conclusion
I would once again like to thank the
community, faculty and staff for your support. I
would especially like to thank the School
Board, Dr. Masterson and the administrative
team for their leadership during the past year.
Working together we have made much
progress in implementing our Strategic Plan
and continuing to move the District forward.
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Hampstead School District
Report of the Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Mark R. Masterson
Southeastern New Hampshire, is growing.
Atkinson, Chester, Derry, Danville, Plaistow,
Sandown, Salem, and Windham all have recently
built, are building, or are planning additions or new
schools. Hampstead is obviously growing. Imagine
fomner residents, returning after only a few years
absence, seeing expanded sports programs,
additions to St. Anne's, the Congregational Church,
and new homes everywhere.
Ten years ago we added a wing of classrooms to
serve a Central School population of 404. Since
then the enrollment has grown 45% to a current
population of 586 students. In order to
accommodate this influx of students we have
moved the pre-school classes to the Middle School,
added 2 modular-classrooms for second graders (at
the cost of needed playground space), squeezed
three first grade classes into a room designed for
two, and eliminated a computer room, a conference
room and storage areas. We have necessarily
created student-therapy rooms out of less-than-
ideal storage areas and closets. As a result, the
Central School is severely overcrowded. Due to
site limitations (inadequate outdoor space,
parking/traffic issues), core facility limitations (cafe-
gym, art/music rooms, boilers, etc.) and the
problem of creating a 600+ elementary school, we
cannot add to the Central School.
Just four years ago we built an addition to the
Middle School; every classroom is now in use.
Next year six classrooms of fourth graders will be
moving to the Middle School and five classes of
eighth graders will be leaving, a cumulative loss of
one classroom. Our budget for next year includes
funds for Middle School rental/modular classrooms.
Currently there are nine classrooms of
Readiness/first graders at the Central School!
Considering only currently enrolled students,
ignoring projected growth, there is no argument that
we need more classrooms.
What are the alternatives?
In recent years the School Board has sought advice
from a regional school planning association, a land
development organization, and architects:
1. We cannot add more classrooms to the Central
School.
2. We cannot add more classrooms to the Middle
School, (adding classrooms to HMS is cost-
prohibitive and it would overtax core facilities,
(e.g. gym, cafe, boilers, electrical).
3. Additional land is expensive, unavailable, or
inadequate.
4. The best alternative is to build an Intermediate
School, grades 4 and 5 on the Middle School
site, land we already own.
The cost will be $5.9 million, of which the State will
pay 30%.
Each year we add modular-classrooms, we waste
precious educational dollars and degrade the
learning environment for our children. For each
modular we incur all the costs of purchase and
installation; the State will not assist schools to
construct modulars. With a 2/3 vote on March 9,
we can open the Intermediate School in September
of 2000.
Let's begin the new century with our traditional





The year 1998 was an excellent one for Pinkerton
Academy and for many Hampstead students.
Recent Awards and Recognition of Hampstead
Students
The Academy's three national Merit Scholarship
Semifmalists from the class of 1999 are all
Hampstead residents: Katherine Blye, Brian
Kirby, and Josh Shreve.
Brian Kirby accomplished the rare "SAT double"
when he scored perfect 800's in both the verbal and
math portions of the SAT's.
Those Hampstead residents named Merit
Commended students this Fall were: Kane
Cunningham, Kimberly Dodge, and Aron
Michalski.
Hampstead senior Katie Green was the first New
Hampshire student to be appointed to the FCCL
(Family, Career, and Community Leaders) and
HERO (Home Economics-Related Occupations)
Board of Trustees Foundation. Katie was chosen
because of her past contributions to the FCCL
student organization and because of her ability to
work well with students and adults.
Among the nine students to represent Pinkerton at
last summer's Boys and Girls State were
Hampstead students: Jason Dupuis, Veronica
Janowicz, and Lori LeBoeuf.
Two Hampstead seniors completed the prestigious
St. Paul's Advanced Studies Program last summer.
Kimberly Dodge studied psychology and Stefan
Fairchild studied Ecology.
Lisa DeMarco of Hampstead was recently named
Pinkerton Academy's recipient of the Daughters of
the American Revolution Good Citizen Award.
Matthew White, a 1998 graduate of Pinkerton, was
named a College Board Advanced Placement
Scholar in recognition of his exceptional
achievement on the college-level Advanced
Placement Examinations during his career at the
Academy.
Among recipients of the school's 1998
undergraduate awards from Hampstead were Lori
LeBoeuf (Boston College Book Award), Stefan
Fairchild (Clarkson University Leadership Award),
and Katherine Blye (Wellesley College Club Book
Award).









































Brian Astell, Cross-Country Star
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Hampstead School District
The Class of 1998
College Admissions and Post-secondary Information
Number of Graduates:
Number of colleges/universities/institutions accepting students from the class of 1998:





Total number of students entering post-secondary education programs:
Percentage of graduates pursuing post-secondary education programs:
Number of students entering military:












Enrollment at Pinkerton Academy
January 8, 1999
Class of Auburn Chester Derry Fremont Hampstead Windham Other Total
1999 42 43 336 3 94 4 7 529
2000 64 47 401 16 101 1 7 637
2001 52 62 499 24 99 1 7 744
2002 59 50 540 35 117 8 809
TOTAL 217 202 1776 78 411 6 29 2719
Special Education:
ACT 2 4 27 1 1 1 2 38







This past June the Middle School was recognized
as one of the best middle schools in New
Hampshire. The State Department of Education
has an annual award's dinner called the "Edies" to
honor Excellence in Education. The Governor,
members of the State Board of Education,
Commissioner of Education, and hundreds of
guests attend this major event. Our school was one
of three finalists to be recognized as having
exemplary programs. The selection process
included submitting an application and a school
visitation by the selection committee. The
application was limited to fifteen pages although we
could have filled twice that many with our
accomplishments.
A common thread that was apparent in listing the
accomplishments on the application is community
involvement in our school. Education in
Hampstead is truly a community effort. The
development of the District's Strategic Plan was a
significant undertaking that solicited input and
involvement from hundreds of community members.
On a daily basis, volunteers are in our school to
help in classrooms, prepare instructional material,
coach OM teams, help the athletic programs, the
musical, ski club, graduation events, fund-raisers,
office assistance—-the list goes on and on! Our
school Volunteer Program has. been recognized
state wide as a Blue Ribbon School for its activities
for the past five years.
Another thread noticeable in the report is our
dedicated faculty and staff who work tirelessly to
provide quality education for the children. It is
wonderful to see the number of teachers that arrive
at 6:30 a.m. in the morning or leave late in the
afternoon. During my daily tours of the building, I
always see teachers and assistants engaged with
large and small groups of children as part of a
lesson or extra help. Many faculty and students
spend lunch and/or recess time together making up
work or providing an extra help session. Three
days a week our Prime Time Advisory program
meets. Every professional and several Educational
Assistants work with small groups to do academic
advisement, problem solving, group discussion
around middle school issues as well as plan and
implement monthly good deeds. Some good deeds
are very noticeable like sprucing up the front of the
school with flower beds and shrubs. Others quietly
take place such as the recycling program run by
students and advisors. In many ways the heart of
our middle school is the positive interactions that
take place between students and adults - teachers,
assistants, office staff, custodians and volunteers.
In the afternoon the school is still buzzing with after
school activities. Our Homework Club gives
students an opportunity to receive one on one help
by student volunteers from Pinkerton Academy or
by the teachers, assistants, and counselor who
organized the program. The computer lab is always
being used by the staff to learn new ways of
integrating technology into their lessons. There are
many groups using the school to meet with
teachers or volunteers involved in athletics, play
practice, stage crews. Mock Trial practice, yearbook
staff, cheerieaders, giri scouts, Student Council,
FCCL, OM, etc., etc.
As I turn the lights off in my office at the end of the
day, the school is still filled with activities! Oh, I
haven't even talked about the evening Adult
Technology class, CRA, Civic Club. Hampstead
Middle School is the total sum of all of its parts-
students, teachers, parents, assistants, office staff,
custodians, food service, volunteers, PTA and
community!
"IT TAKES A VILLAGE TO EDUCATE A CHILD"
This year the PTA has one of the largest
memberships ever. Their focus is to bring quality
family and parenting programs into our schools.
Additionally, they support school programs through
fundraising to donate thousands of dollars to
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Hampstead Central School
Robert Little, Principal
This, my twentieth and last annual report as a
Principal in Hampstead, will focus somewhat on the
past twenty years, but will be mostly futuristic in
tone.
When I was interviewed in 1978 for the
Principalship of the soon to be opened Hampstead
Middle School, School Board member Ginny Clark
asked me if I could put Hampstead on the
"education map" in New Hampshire. I replied
"Yes". It is quite evident that the Hampstead
Central and Middle Schools are well known for their
excellence throughout the state. That reputation
for excellence is a major contributing factor to the
continued growth in the District. From my
perspective, it is imperative that citizens support
the proposed budget request for an additional
school that is to be voted on March 9, 1999.
Without additional space, Hampstead's excellent
educational program is at risk!
The Central School doubled in size in the late
1980's. The Middle School doubled in size in the
early 1990's. The school population continues to
grow and will not "level off for the next five years.
The Central School is greatly overcrowded. The
Middle School will be over capacity next year. It
makes abundant sense from a monetary and
educational point-of-view to build a new
Intermediate School for Grades 4 and 5. This is a
well thought out plan. This modest new school
proposal will ensure continued excellence in
education for the next generation of children.
Now some comments on the past school year.
Excellent teaching and dynamic programs are key
ingredients in a successful school year, such as the
one just completed. We have successfully
established our first two multi-age classes. Forty
parents chose to have their children included in
classes for 6, 7, and 8 year olds.
In addition, the teachers have increased the
amount and quality of team teaching at all grade
levels. Their approach to integrated teaching,
enhanced by exposure to critical and creative
teaching/learning strategies, have had a positive
affect upon staff and student morale and
productivity.
Consistent with my past 19 annual reports, i will not
identify individual teachers for recognition, but I will
mention that the Central School staff had three of
its members recognized by other professional
groups for the accomplishments at the Central
School.
A teacher was selected as the outstanding
Agriculture Teacher of the Year in N.H. Another
teacher was selected as one of two finalists for
Elementary Teacher of the Year in N.H. An
administrator was selected as a finalist for
Elementary School Principal of the Year.
Now some comments about the next century. If
our budget for 1999-2000 is approved, the Central
School Technology Program will take a quantum
leap. Our current programs Readiness through
grade 3 are not effective due to very old and
insufficient equipment. Our fourth grade program
is adequate. Next year's District Technology
budget is focused upon the Central School. The
staff will be positioned to deliver a very good
technology program to the Central School children.
Three years ago, the School Board initiated a Long-
Range Planning endeavor. With the help of staff
and many community members, a Strategic Plan
was developed. We are now in our second year of
implementation. Our mission is to provide
challenging educational opportunities that prepare
all students to live and work in the 21st century.
The School Board, staff, administration, children,
parents and citizens have been working hand in
hand to implement that mission. I urge everybody
to "stay the mission". Do not be tempted to put the
Strategic Plan "on hold" or on a shelf somewhere
as all of the effort of the past few years would be
wasted.
For the twentieth and last "official" time, I want to




Community Thank you !
The Hampstead Middle and Central Schools are most appreciative of the generosity of the citizens as they help
us maintain and improve the quality of our schools. We gratefully acknowledge donations we have received
from the community during the past year.
Hampstead Middle School
Class of '96 and '97




cork stripping for hallways
HMS National Junior Honor Society
induction ceremony and pins
HMS Student Council
community service projects
canned food drive for Hampstead
HMS Prime Time




C.R.A. of Southern New Hampshire
Citizens Bank, NH Public Schools Program
Hampstead Mothers Club
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Cammilleri
R-Squared Office Panels & Furniture, Inc.
Family Bank
Mr. & Mrs. Ross Huntington
Mr. Steve Keane, Apogee Data Systems
Mrs. Liz Robinson
Mr. & Mrs. Nonnan Mancusi
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Rom
United Business Machines
HMS Ventures/OM Travel
funding for Hampstead Pinkerton Academy
students to 1998 Nationals
Merrill Real Estate - funding for Hampstead
Pinkerton Academy students to Nationals
HMS Family, Career and Community Leaders
canned food drive
toys and clothes for Emmaus House
cookies for Hampstead Town Parade, Fire House,
and holiday tea for Brentwood Nursing Home
HMS Athletic Club




jackets, awards, support for concerts and musical
Hampstead Education Association










white board for Special Education Department
display holders
easels

































video worl^station & TV
school assemblies
paper shredder
supplementary classroom resources for teachers
"Something to Crow About" presentation
playground swings for handicapped children













Mr. & Mrs. Bill Lynch
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Cammilleri
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Morrison
Mrs. Claudia Richards
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Daneau
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Edwards
Mrs. Dennis Colbert
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Powers
Mr. Sean Hollingsworth
Mr. & Mrs. John Salladay







Central School Playground Committee
R-Squared Office Panels & Furniture
Donation Depot
Bell Laboratories, Andover, Ma
Hampstead Post Office
Shop and Save, E. Hampstead










Shelley, Lou and Jason Rom
Hampstead Conservation Commission
Bob and Sue Delano







> Article 1 - Election of Officers
To choose the following school district officers:
School Board Member 3-year term Clerk 3-year term
School Board Member 3-year term Moderator 3-year term
Treasurer 3-year term
> Article 2 - Bond Issue
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate the sum of $5,988,000 for the purpose of
construction of a new intermediate school (grades 4 and 5) to include a library, cafeteria, gymnasium,
classrooms and related furniture and equipment, and renovation and improvement of existing Hampstead
Middle School fields.
Further, to authorize the issuance of not more than $5,988,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the School Board to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon.
Furthermore, to authorize the expenditure of up to $150,000 from money to be gained from the short term
investing of the proceeds from the bond sales for the project and to authorize the School Board to take any and
all actions necessary to carry out any vote hereunder or take any other action relative thereto.
This plan must pass all applicable local planning board ordinances.
(Two-thirds majority vote required)
(The actual cost to tax payers is $4,041,600 plus interest on the bond. The $5,988,000 proposal is offset
by $1,796,400 from State Building Aid and $150,000 from earnings on investments)
Recommended by the School Board
Recommended by the Budget Committee
> Article 3 - First Year Interest Payment on Bond Issue
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate the sum of $134,730 to pay the first interest payment
due on the borrowing authorized under Article 2 above. If Article 2 above fails, Article 3 becomes null and void.
Recommended by the School Board
Recommended by the Budget Committee
> Article 4 - 1999-2000 Budget
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations
by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, for the purposes set
forth therein, totaling $12,224,504. Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $12,142,378
which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Hampstead School
District or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and
XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. Note: Warrant Article 4 (Operating Budget)
does not include appropriations proposed under any other warrant articles.
Recommended by the School Board




> Article 5 - Hampstead Education Association Contract
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Hampstead School Board and the Hampstead Education Association which











































and further to raise and appropriate the sum of $205,345 for the 1999-2000 fiscal year, such sum representing
the increase in salaries and fringe benefits over those of the appropriation at current staffing levels in the prior
fiscal year.
Recommended by the School Board
Recommended by the Budget Committee
> Article 6 - Authorization fpr Special Meeting on Cost Items
Shall the Hampstead School District, if Article 5 is defeated, authorize the Hampstead School Board to call one
special meeting, at its option, to address Article 5 cost items only.
(Without this Article, the District would have to petition Superior Court for a Special School District
Meeting. This saves the District the expense of attorney fees and court costs)
> Article 7 - Election Worker Exclusion
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to amend the existing agreement with the Social Security
Administration under Section 218 of the Social Security Act by excluding the services performed by School
District election workers for a calendar year in which the remuneration paid for such service is less than $1,000.
(This allows the District to pay election workers without having to deduct PICA from their salaries)
Recommended by the School Board
Recommended by the Budget Committee
> Article 8 - Alternative Public Kindergarten - By Petition, Jorge Mesa Tejada, et al
Shall the voters of the District agree to establish an alternative public kindergarten program, per the provisions
of RSA 198:15-n. Under this program, the Hampstead School District will pay tuition to one or more private,
non-sectarian Hampstead kindergartens, provided said kindergartens satisfy the requirement of the
"Hampstead Plan for an Alternative Kindergarten Program" and have entered into a contract with the Distnct to




This alternate program is a cost-effective approach for the District to provide the benefits of public kindergarten
because:
10.
It is open to any eligible Hampstead child (same as public kindergarten);
The District receives the same $750.00 per child annual state subsidy as any public kindergarten, per RSA
198:15-1;
It takes advantage of existing private, non-sectarian Hampstead kindergartens, thereby preserving existing
businesses and employment opportunities in Hampstead;
It does not require the building of additional school facilities;
It does not require the hiring of additional professional staff;
All contracted kindergartens will be subject to the same criteria established for public kindergartens in ED
306, NH Minimum Standards for Public School Approval;
Contracted kindergartens will also coordinate their curhculum, instruction and support services with the
Hampstead schools through procedures adopted by the Hampstead School Board in the "Hampstead Plan
for an Alternative Kindergarten Program," and approved by the voters of the District;
Transportation will be provided by the District (same as public kindergarten);
Parental choice of kindergarten would be available under RSA 193:14 provided that the District contracts
with two or more kindergartens; and
Current private kindergarten tuition is significantly less than the approximately $5,700/student first year
operational cost forecasted by the School Administration for a full-time public kindergarten, thus providing
additional potential savings to the taxpayers.
Upon passage of this article, the Hampstead School District shall develop the "Hampstead Plan for an
Alternative Kindergarten Program" as prescribed by RSA 198:15-n, lll-IV, and submit it for voter approval as
soon as practicable but no later than March 14, 2000.
Not Recommended by the School Board
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee
> Article 9 - General Acceptance of Reports






CENTRAL SCHOOL MIDDLE SCHOOL
Readiness 38 Pre School 56
Grade 1 126 Grade 5 121
Grade 2 142 Grade 6 168










1 998-1 999 Budget $1 1 ,664,91
6
1999-2000 Adjustments
1100-2542 Hampstead Support Staff Agreements $60,285
(Custodians, Secretaries, Teaching Assistants)
1 100 Pinl<erton Academy Tuition $164,795
(+ 18 more students and 4.2% percentage tuition increase)
1200 Special Education Teachers $21,000
(+.5 Inclusion teacher and +.2 occupational therapy)
1200 Special Education Tuition $14,020
(Individual Education Plan driven increases)
2320 SAU 55 $6,080
2552 Transportation Contract $4,860
2553 Transportation - Special Education $57,320
(increased cost and increased students)
2900 Fixed Charge Increase $159,056
(Retirement, PICA, Unemployment Comp, Worker's Comp.)
5100 Reduction Bond Principal and Interest ($9,954)
(Middle School addition bond)
Total Adjustments $477,462
1999-2000 Default Budget $12,142,378
Technology: Summer Camp / Adult Education $18,300
Space needs $54,000
NET (All Other Line Items) $9,826
Total Additions $82,126






ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 1997-98 BUD 1998-99 SCH BD 19S 9-00
1100-112 SALARIES 2,472 277.09 2,811 381.00 2,817 990 00
1100-114 SAL - TEACHER AIDES 88 232.42 110 291.00 133 916 00
1100-122 SALARIES - SUBSTITUTES 41 758.47 36 120.00 36 120 00
1100-123 LONG TERM SUBS 9 330.12 .00 00
1100-124 SALARIES -SUB. AIDES 4 374.11 .00 4 000 00
1100-330 COMPUTER CONSULTING .00 .00 15 000 00
1100-440 REPAIRS 14 237.25 14 902.00 15 402 00
1100-563 TUITION 2,197 287.29 2,476 354.00 2,631 149 00
1100-580 WORKSHOPS -REG ED 6 614.63 7 500.00 3 500 00
1100-610 SUPPLIES 88 350.57 87 952.00 90 604 00
1100-630 TEXTBOOKS 37 127.03 44 579.00 53 149 00
1100-631 WORKBOOKS 14 695.54 14 575.00 14 575 00
1100-741 NEW EQUIPMENT 183 538.67 173 846.00 93 735 00
1100-742 REPLACEMENT EQUIPMT 1 649.00 3 000.00 14 000 00
1100-870 OTH EXP -COMPUTER ED 3 189.21 3 240.00 4 000 00
1100-880 OTHER- ESL .00 .00 00
1100-890 OTHER EXP - VENTURES 5 229.36 4 000.00 4 000 00
1100-891 HEALTH/WELLNESS
R PROGRAMS
70.00 2 870.00 2 870 00
TOTAL REGULA 5,167 960.76 5,790 610.00 5,934 010 00
1200-111 SAL- SPEC ED DIRECTOR 55 650.00 60 230.00 62 338 00
1200-112 SAL- SPEC ED 572 021.20 642 505.00 624 550 00
1200-114 SAL - SPEC ED AIDES 225 625.41 274 981.00 300 658 00
1200-115 SAL-SPEC ED SEC 27 744.50 32 135.00 33 211 00
1200-122 SAL-HOME INSTRUCTION 1 545.00 2 000.00 2 000 00
1200-569 TUITION -PRIVATE 575 147.96 784 745.00 798 765 00
1200-580 WORKSHOPS -SPEC ED 13 438.61 4 800.00 4 800 00
1200-610 SUPPLIES -SPEC ED 8 288.65 12 758.00 12 591 00
1200-630 TEXTBOOKS -SPEC ED 1 318.92 757.00 757 00
1200-631 WORKBOOKS -SPEC ED 693.89 1 080.00 500 00
1200-741 NEW EQUIP- SPEC ED 10 929.22 11 205.00 7 000 00
1200-742 SPECIAL ED REPLACE .00 301.00 400 00
1200-810 DUES -SPEC ED
L PROGRAMS
321.00 480.00 480 00
TOTAL SPECIA 1,492 724.36 1,827 977.00 1,848 050 00
1410-111 SALARY -ATH DIRECTOR .00 2 500.00 2 500 00
1410-112 SAL STU. ACTIVITIES 18 546.00 16 670.00 16 624 00
1410-390 OFFICIALS 3 262.50 4 000.00 4 000 00
1410-440 REPAIRS -ATH EQUIP 190.00 1 200.00 500 00
1410-610 SUPPLIES -ATHLETICS 885.80 900.00 900 00
1410-741 NEW EQUIP-ATHLETICS 553.54 1 000.00 1 000 00
1410-742 REPL EQUIP-ATHLETICS 3 672.35 3 500.00 3 500 00
1410-890 DUES & ASSESSMENTS
CURRICULAR ACT
360.00 600.00 600 00
TOTAL EXTRA
-
27 470.19 30 370.00 29 624 00
1420-112
SCHOOL
.00 .00 4 800 00










TOTAL ADULT/CONT ED PROG
2112-111 ATTENDANCE
2114-380 CENSUS








2123-370 TESTING - SCORING





























TOTAL OTHER SVCS - PUPILS









































ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 1997-98 BUD 1998-99 SCH BD 1999-00
2212-550 CURRICULUM DEV 3,349.92 14,020.00 14,020.00




TOTAL IMP OF 48,371.26 53,020.00 75,280.00
2222-112 SAL - LIBRARIAN 38,325.00 41,425.00 41,425.00
2222-114 SAL - LIBRARY AS ST. 37,447.44 38,877.00 36,213.00
2222-330 CONT SVCE- LIBRARY 569.00 1,045.00 1,045.00
2222-610 SUPPLIES -LIBRARY 2,308.29 2,892.00 2,892.00
2222-630 BOOKS -LIBRARY 13,450.18 13,853.00 13,853.00
2222-640 PERIODICALS 487.67 800.00 850.00
2222-741 NEW EQUIP -LIBRARY 1,004.95 2,500.00 2,500.00
2222-742 REPL EQUIPMENT .00 1,000.00 1,000.00
2223-440 REPAIRS -AV 763.22 1,500.00 1,100.00
2223-441 LIBRARY EQUIP MAINT 96.00 .00 .00
2223-453 FILM RENTAL .00 .00 .00
2223-610 SUPPLIES - AV 4,101.72 6,045.00 8,895.00
2223-741 NEW EQUIP - AV 962.33 1,943.00 1,500.00




TOTAL ED MED 99,515.80 113,711.00 112,873.00
2311-111 SAL- SCHOOL BOARD 3,200.00 3,200.00 3,200.00
2311-523 LIABILITY INSURANCE 3,030.00 3,100.00 3,100.00
2312-380 SCHOOL BOARD CLERK 742.00 1,400.00 1,400.00
2312-532 EXP- SCHOOL BD CLERK .00 150.00 150.00
2313-111 TREASURER & ASST 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
2313-523 TREASURER'S BOND .00 325.00 325.00
2313-532 TREASURER'S POSTAGE 448.00 350.00 350.00
2313-610 TREASURER'S SUPPLIES .00 200.00 200.00
2314-380 DIST OFCRS & WORKERS 486.00 600.00 600.00
2314-550 ANNUAL REPORT 1,927.32 1,950.00 1,950.00
2314-610 ANNUAL MTG EXPENSES 823.70 900.00 900.00
2315-380 LEGAL SERVICES 6,611.80 10,000.00 8,000.00
2317-380 AUDIT 3,400.00 3,650.00 3,650.00
2319-540 BOARD EXP-ADV 3,093.09 2,000.00 2,000.00
2319-580 BOARD EXPENSES 2,696.20 7,000.00 7,000.00
2319-610 BOARD EXP- SUPPLIES 16,450.51 300.00 300.00
2319-640 BD EXP -PERIODICAL 245.00 240.00 245.00
2319-810 BD EXP-ASSOCIATION
BOARD SERVICE
3,098.72 3,180.00 • 3,250.00
TOTAL SCHOOL 47,252.34 39,545.00 37,620.00
2320-351 SAU NO. 55 BUDGET
SUPT SERVICES
138,315.00 144,279.00 150,359.00
TOTAL OFFICE 138,315.00 144,279.00 150,359.00
2390-360 COMPUTER SERVICES
SVCS - GEN ADM
12,500.00 6,250.00 6,250.00













2410-630 BOOKS -PRIN OFFICE
2410-741 NEW EQUIP-PRIN OFFIC
2410-742 REPL EQUIPMENT
2410-810 DUES-PRIN OFFICE
TOTAL OFFICE OF THE PRNCPL
2490-890 GRADUATION






2542-441 CONT. SERV. REPAIRS
2542-442 PLMBG, HEATING , ELECT













2543-741 NEW EQUIP - GROUNDS
2543-742 REP EQUIP-GROUNDS



























































































ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION EXP 1997-98 BUD 1998-99 SCH BD 1999-00
2553-519 SPEC ED TRANSP 169 149.04 122 680.00 180 000.00
2554-513 FIELD TRIPS .00 1.00 1.00




TOTAL PUPIL 428 938.45 415 737.00 496 537.00
2900-211 EMP INSUR 501 642.31 725 223.00 884 668.00
2900-212 INSURANCE DEDUCTIBLE .00 4 400.00 4 400.00
2900-214 WORKER'S COMP INS 31 684.00 38 000.00 38 000.00
2900-221 EMP RETIREMENT 17 978.30 27 163.00 27 300.00
2900-222 TEACHER'S RETIREMENT 103 725.57 129 796.00 125 000.00
2900-230 PICA 343 891.90 395 730.00 400 000.00
2900-260 UNEMPLOYMENT COMP
SERVICES
83.00 4 500.00 4 500.00
TOTAL OTHER 999 005.08 1,324 812.00 1,483 868.00
3900-116 COMMUNITY SERVICE .00 6 900.00 6 000.00
3900-118 COMM SVCE- INSURANCE
DMMUNITY SVCS
958.55 1.00 1.00




TOTAL SITE .00 1.00 1.00
4600-460 BUILDING IMPROVEMENT 162 316.37 15 000.00 15 000.00
4600-490 RENOVATIONS
IMPROVEMENTS
74 513.83 94 000.00 94 000.00




TOTAL BUILD .00 .00 .00
5100-830 PRINCIPAL ON DEBT 510 000.00 210 000.00 210 000.00
5100-840 INTEREST ON DEBT
SERVICE
90 787.50 69 315.00 59 350.00
TOTAL DEBT 600 787.50 279 315.00 269 360.00
5220-880 FEDERAL PROJECTS 86 301.54 100 000.00 100 000.00
5225-880 FED PROJECT PAYABLE
TO FED PROJ FD
.00 .00 .00
TOTAL TRANS 86 301.54 100 000.00 100 000.00
5230-880 CAPITAL RESERVE
TO CAP PROJ FD
.00 .00 1.00
TOTAL TRANS .00 .00 1.00
5240-880 FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM
TO FOOD SVC FD
2 474.00 130 000.00 130 000.00







SAL - FOOD SERVICE
SAL- FOOD SVCE SUBS
TOTAL SAL. -FOOD SERVICE
6000-211 INS REFUNDS



































































































REPORT OF THE DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 997 through June 30, 1 998
SUMMARY




Revenue from State Sources 405,705.78
Revenue from Federal Sources 87,290.77
Received from All Other Sources 1 53,768.43
Total Receipts
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year








DETAILS OF ADMINISTRATIVE SALARIES 1999-1999







Total $87,000 $69,500 $69,500
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE HAMPSTEAD SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 997 through June 30. 1 998
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official records and is complete and coirect to
the best of our knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 17 of Chapter 21 -J of the Revised
Statutes Annotated, and regulation Chapter Rev 1100, Financial Accounting for Local Educational Agencies on file with the
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Article 1 - Election of Officers
For School Board - Three Years
> Howard A. Davine
Article 2 - Hampstead Middle School Foreign Language Program
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000, including salary, books
and materials, to establish a Foreign Language Program at the Hampstead Middle School.
> Failed Yes -682 No -711
Article 3 - Technology Adult Education Program
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate the sum of $14,760 to establish a Technology
Adult Education Program with all tuition and registration fees to be used to reduce program costs.
> Failed Yes - 679 No -718
Article 4 - 1998-1999 Budget
Shall the Hampstead School District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant, for
the purposes set forth therein, totaling $11,664,916. Should this article be defeated, the operating
budget shall be $11,365,750 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments reguired by previous
action of the Hampstead School District or by law; or the governing body may hold one special meeting,
in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.
Note: Warrant Article No. 4 (Operating Budget) does not include appropriations proposed under any other
warrant articles.
> Passed Yes -784 No -608
Article 5 - Capital Reserve Fund
Shall the Hampstead School District vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA
35.1, to be known as the Future School Building Construction, Reconstruction, Capital Improvements,
and Purchase of Land Fund, and to raise and appropriate up to $10,000 toward this purpose with such
amount to be transferred from the June 30, 1998, undesignated fund balance. The school board
recommends this appropriation.
> Failed Yes - 671 No - 707
Article 6 - Charter and Open Enrollment Schools (By Petition - Vivian Clark, et el)
"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 194-B, regarding charter and open enrollment schools?"
"Shall no more than 2% of the district's current pupil enrollment be eligible for tuition to attend charter and
open enrollment schools located outside the school district?"
"Shall no more than 10% of the district's current pupil enrollment be eligible for tuition to attend charter
and open enrollment schools located inside the school district?"
> Failed Yes -450 No -919
112
Inside Old Library
Old Library and the Congregational Church
113
Schoolhouse District #4 - Now Don's Market
Central School, Hampstead, NH - Burned in 1944
Schoolhouse District #2 - Now Memorial Gym
114
The old Hampstead Depot on Depot Road, West Hampstead.
This picture was taken about 1906. From Maud B. Backland
Railroad Station, Hampstead, NH taken about 1919
115
Main Street, Hampstead, NH - about 1912-15
PostOfficr iuul General Stove u{ E. \V. Ox.k, i;a-.t Huiipsteil \ H





Main Street, Hampstead, NH - the Beane Property on Left
116
Bandstand - East Hampstead Peak - Union Church - 1906
Railroad Bridge, West Hampstead
Shoe Factory at Shop Pond
117
Holly Manor, Corner of Kent Farm Road and Main Street - 1904
Holly Manor, Corner of Kent Farm Road and Main Street - 1998
118
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Main Street Hampstead, New Hampshire
An East Hampstead Barn - Chopping Cornstalks
119
Old Mill Pond between Central Street and East Road. Large Dam at back of picture.
Water is low due to dry fall. Taken November 1998 by M. Randall
Tomb at Center Cemetery - 1998









Be Calm! CALL 911
In Case of Emergency
FIRE and RESCUE SQUAD 911
POLICE ' 911
Dog Officer, Dale Childs 362-5211
NO FIRE SHALL BE KINDLED IN THE OPEN
WITHOUT A PERMIT ISSUED BY:
Walter Hastings, Warden 329-6442
Kerry Clark, Deputy Warden 329-5407
James Gilmartin, Deputy Warden 329-7171
Steve Flynn, Deputy Warden 329-5176
William Warnock, Deputy Warden 329-7142
MUNICIPAL PICKUP OF RUBBISH WEEKLY DEPENDING ON LOCATION
Must be on Roadside at 7:00 a.m.






















CENTRAL SCHOOL 1946 CENTER CEMETERY
CIVIL WAR MONUMENT
OLD LIBRARY 1897
